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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

URBAN OPEN SPACE DESIGN TO MEET USER NEEDS:
A comparative Case Study of Confederation Park and Springer Market Square
in Kingston, Ontario
Topic and Purpose
This report evaluates the effects of a variety of social and physical factors in the life of
public open spaces in downtown Kingston. The objective of this study was to identify the
factors that contribute to the health and design that meet user needs of public open spaces.
Two open spaces – Confederation Park and Springer Market Square – were chosen for
evaluation. For the evaluation of Confederation Park, both the current design and
proposed concept plan from the City of Kingston Downtown Action Plan: An
Infrastructure Renewal and Public Open Space Plan (2004) were evaluated.
The evaluation was developed to answer two questions:
-

What design and planning features contribute to meeting user needs in the urban
open spaces of downtown Kingston? and,
What planning and urban design features could increase public use in Kingston’s
Confederation Park and Springer Market Square?

Study Area
Both study areas are located in
the downtown core on either
side of Kingston City Hall Confederation Park to the east
and Springer Market Square to
the west. These open spaces
are used as event venues, have
significant historical and civic
context, are tourist attractions,
and represent the City of
Kingston as a whole. There is
a diverse mix of surrounding
land use, which offers a
continual supply of potential
users to each open space.
!
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Evaluation
The research method employed within this report was adapted from an evaluation
framework created by the City of Toronto Parks and Recreation Department, A
Comparison of Five Inner City Parks, in 1988. To update the dated Toronto study
evaluation tools, new similar and improved evaluation tools were integrated into this
report. These include sources such as Project for Public Spaces, Urban Open Space –
Designing for User Needs by Mark Francis (2003), and Anatomy of a Park by Dahl and
Molnar (2003). The updated design criteria were grouped into three categories:
contextual support, design framework, and social milieu. This evaluation framework
assessed and compared each open space; the results are summarized in the table
below.
Data for this study has been collected using five qualitative research methods. These
include a site evaluation index, direct observation (ecological mapping and diary), user
questionnaire, policy review, and visual representation.

Summary of Design Criteria

Design Criteria
Contextual Support
Microclimate/Environment
Surrounding Land Use
Enclosure/Edge Elements
Accessibility
Design Framework
Focus and Identity
Intricacy and Coherence
Legibility
Views
Seating
Vegetation
Social Milieu
Animation/Amenities/Attraction
100% Location
Territories and Turf
Maintenance and Management
Legend: 0 Not at all; 1 Poor;

Current Design
for
Confederation
Park

Concept Design
for
Confederation
Park

Springer
Market
Square

3
4
3
2

3
4
4
3

3
4
4
3

0
3
2
1
4
3

3
4
3
3
4
3

4
3
4
3
4
2

3
3
3
3
2 Adequate;

4
4
3
3
3 Good; 4 Excellent

3
4
3
4
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Conclusion
The contextual diversity of downtown Kingston may provide a continual source of
potential users to open spaces but it also increases the complexity when attempting to
design open space to meet user needs, In downtown Kingston, the prominent planning
and design features that contribute to meeting user needs are the location, accessibility,
and surrounding land uses. However, these features alone do not lead to successful
open spaces; individual spaces should be analyzed separately to determine the
features that would contribute to meeting specific user needs.

Confederation Park:
The location of the Park itself attracts many users as it is across from City Hall, has
waterfront views, and is surrounded by hotels and restaurants. The park meets the
basic needs of its users and is adequate for passive use. However, with the increase in
public events and programming, the functioning of the park design no longer meets the
intended use of the space. The clutter of artifacts within confuses the identity and
detracts from the most important views within the park; the central fountain, flag poles,
and stage tent obscure the views of City Hall and the waterfront.
The contextual support and social milieu features of the current Park design function
well at meeting user needs. However, the design framework features are the least
successful and deter potential users. These features include focus and identity,
legibility, and views. The City of Kingston Downtown Action Plan (DAP) suggests
changes that would significantly improve upon the design framework, which would make
the space more attractive and could increase public use. The maps shown within the
following pages identify the areas of use within Confederation Park and show the
proposed design for the DAP concept plan. Also, some of the successful elements
found within the re-development of Springer Market Square could be integrated into the
Park (i.e., the street furniture and lighting design) and would not only tie both spaces
together but also add to a healthy and well functioning downtown open space system.

Springer Market Square:
A mix of uses surrounds the Square, just like Confederation Park. This mix of uses
provides a continuous flow of potential users to the area. However, with many of the
surrounding buildings, the ground floor is used for offices and financial businesses and
this can detract from potential users. The recent re-design of the Square has
significantly improved public access and created more useful space for events and
!
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programming. The farmers market, antique market, and skating rink are the Squares
biggest and most successful attractions that provide interest all year around. The maps
found within the following pages illustrate areas of use during market days and
non-market days. A notable observation is that Square is void of users when there are
no events or programming.
The Square is designed in solid materials leaving little room for natural vegetation that
could provide shade, colour, texture, and different scents. The contextual support,
design framework, and social milieu features of the Square’s re-design have greatly
increased public use, in comparison to its most recent parking lot and market design.
However, by further improving upon the vegetation, attraction and animation features,
the Square could see an additional increase in public use.

Recommendations
Confederation Park:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Design safe pedestrian crossing along Ontario Street
Remove artifact clutter
Improve waterfront promenade
Increase special events and programming
Design area for special events and programming
Increase seating
Add more flowers/gardens
Heritage design street furniture, garbage and pedestrian-scale lights

Springer Market Square:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Close off King Street and/or Brock Street during peak market hours
Increase the amount of shade available during mid-day
Provide more shelter and heat for wintertime skating rink
Promote supportive surrounding land use
Increase number of bistro tables
Add more flowers/gardens
Increase special events and programming
Increase spacing around and between vendors
Incorporate improved bus service and parking of area surrounding Confederation
Park within a City of Kingston Transportation Study
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1.0 Introduction
CHAPTER 1.0: INTRODUCTION
This report evaluates a variety of social and physical factors affecting the life and health
of two public open spaces in downtown Kingston, Ontario, Canada. The two open
spaces chosen were: Confederation Park and Springer Market Square. The City of
Kingston’s Downtown Action Plan: an Infrastructure Renewal and Public Open Space
Plan (DAP) conceptual design for Confederation Park will be analyzed along with the
current design of the park. This report uses the method from the study, A Comparison
of Five Inner City Parks by the City of Toronto in 1988, which evaluates the factors
contributing to the success of public spaces within Toronto. The resulting evaluative
program from this Toronto study can be applied to other urban open spaces. Additional
resources were used to update and improve upon the Toronto study. Accordingly, the
purpose of this report is to determine if each open space meets user needs. After
examining the design, user habits, and context of both open spaces, this study will
make recommendations to mediate some of the problems found within each study area.

1.1 IMPORTANCE OF OPEN SPACE PLANNING
Starting in ancient times, town squares have been the heart of a city - an outdoor
meeting place for civic events, markets, and socialization. Since then, open spaces
have evolved in both design and purpose to offer a wider array of both passive and
active recreation. The Urban Parks Movement (1850-1930) began in response to
universal urban problems such as poor sanitation, overcrowding and poverty. The
public began an outcry and desire to escape into nature to be away from the stress of
the city. Frederick Law Olmsted (1822-1903) spearheaded the field of landscape
architecture while initiating the first ‘park and recreation movement’ in the United States.
Olmsted believed that nature inspired parks should provide a place for the entire
population (rich to poor) to escape the city feel for exercise, socialization, relaxation and
rejuvenation. From this, the dichotomy between passive recreation and active
recreation was created. However, more recent open space design has been
increasingly considered to be an interdisciplinary study. Along with landscape
architects and recreologists are city planners, health professionals, environmentalists,
sociologists, and behaviorists. All of these disciplines should be considered when trying
to develop a successful, holistic, and healthy open space (Wright 1983, 1984, 2000 and
Hultsman, Cottrell and Hultsman 1998).
Unfortunately, post-construction evaluations of park properties are rarely ever
conducted. This step insures that the design gives maximum return in user satisfaction.
To do so, we must pay close attention to what the social behavioral scientists have to
say about human needs and incorporate those into the planning of physical works.
!
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Researchers like Christopher Alexander (1977), Jane Jacobs (1961), and William
Whyte (1980) were the first to take steps towards developing a planning process for
open spaces that incorporated environmental-behavioral research.
Jane Jacobs, in her influential 1961 book, The Life and Death of Great American Cities,
used close observation of urban spaces to critique contemporary planning methods
that, in her opinion, were destroying communities and separating uses. According to
Jacobs (1961), successful urban spaces incorporate an economic, architectural, and
social diversity, which is dependent on mixed land uses. Vibrant open spaces should
help knit communities together by providing positive spaces for recreation and growth
(Jacobs 1961).
William Whyte, in his classic 1980 book, The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces,
promoted the view that public spaces are the stages upon which the life of an urban
center unfolds. Whyte revealed important details that attract people into urban open
spaces. According to Whyte (1980), these features include: busy street corners,
movable sitting features, pleasant wind patterns, public art, and street entertainment.
Christopher Alexander’s, A Pattern Language (1977), illustrates how architecture and
planning connect people to their surroundings. Alexander documented 253 urban
design patterns that create secure and well-organized environments. Although some of
the patterns are not directly useful for open space design, some of these elements,
such as microclimate, are included in the evaluation index used by this report.
Building upon the theories and recommendations of the researchers described above,
the City of Toronto Report (1988) developed characteristics of successful urban open
spaces, which are described in Chapter 3.0 in the evaluation criteria. These criteria
result in the identity of urban open spaces from a combination of contextual, design, and
social factors. These identities should not be ignored in planning because they are an
element of the site itself, as well as the users and neighbouring land uses. Recognizing
site identity is an important first step in achieving success in the planning of urban open
space as it allows planners to capitalize on the strengths of the site (Toronto 1988).
The following research was used to build upon the City of Toronto Report (1988) and
improve the methods and analysis. Jan Gehl’s Cities for People (2010) is based on the
life between buildings and the different activities people engage in when using common
city space. Time spent outdoors increases direct contact between people and the
surrounding community. Gehl suggests that strengthening pedestrian traffic
strengthens city life and that there is a direct connection between outdoor quality and
outdoor activity. An increase in outdoor quality increases optional user activities; the
resulting increase in activity level then invites an increase in social activities. However,
!
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a low quality physical environment would only offer options for necessary activities
(Ghel 2010: 21). For this report, Cities for People helped to give perspective regarding
the life of each chosen open space and how accessibility and quality affected their
overall use.
Bernie Dahl and Donald J. Molnar’s Anatomy of a Park (2003) describes the essentials
of park design and focuses on bridging the gap between designers and users, and
policy and maintenance. This book details design principles, considerations, and
elements and provided guidance for this report’s site analysis and evaluation techniques
and their implications.
Mark Francis’s Urban Open Space – Designing for User Needs (2003) was valuable in
understanding how successful public spaces respond to the needs of their users, are
accessible, and meaningful for the larger community and society. Francis emphasized
that successful spaces are those that are well-used by people. The book identifies
design implications related to user needs and conflicts; case studies illustrate guidelines
for addressing these needs in the planning, design, and management of public open
spaces.
Anne Forsyth and Laura Musacchio’s Designing Small Parks (2005) is an overview of
the park planning and design process, which focuses on connecting social and
ecological issues. During site analysis and design, both human and the flora and fauna
should be considered in order to create a natural and coherent outdoor space. These
principles helped to inform the site analysis and the microclimate and environment
evaluation criteria.
Finally, Jeremy Németh and Stephan Schmidt’s Toward a Methodology for Measuring
the Security of Publicly Accessible Spaces (2007), illustrates that safety and security
are essential components of urban public space management. The study examines
legal, design, and policy tools used to exert social and behavioural control in publicly
accessible urban spaces. The study identified 20 indicators that are grouped into four
categories to quantify the degree to which the use of a space is controlled. In this
study, these indicators were used to analyze the accessibility evaluation criteria of each
space through a safety and security index.
With the current modern fast-paced society, there is a lack of time and space for leisure,
social and passive or active recreation opportunities. Through attracting users and
contributing to a city’s identity, these open spaces are important to the overall health of
urban areas and daily activity patterns.

!
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1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The fundamental research questions are What design and planning features
contribute to meeting user needs in the urban open spaces of downtown
Kingston? and, What planning and urban design features could increase public
use in Kingston’s Confederation Park and Springer Market Square? To best
identify these features, a downtown park and a downtown square were compared:
Confederation Park and Springer Market Square. These spaces have a different design
purpose, user patterns, and locations (waterfront and non-waterfront). These spaces
are similar in that they are both used as event venues, have significant historical
context, and attract tourists.
The next chapter provides background and context for each open space. Chapter 3.0
explains the method and evaluation criteria used that were grouped into three
categories: contextual support, design framework, and social milieu. Chapter 4.0 and
5.0 analyze each open space; the evaluation criteria were compared to user activity
levels to identify the factors that draw users to each space. Finally, Chapter 6.0
provides conclusions regarding the criteria that lead to a healthy urban open space and
provides recommendations that suggest how to apply the criteria to improve each
space.

!
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CHAPTER 2.0: BACKGROUND
In this report, both of the open spaces chosen for analysis are located in downtown
Kingston, Ontario and situated on either side of Kingston City Hall. Both of these
sites!Confederation Park and Springer Market Square!represent a diverse crosssection of open spaces in the city core. These sites are used as event venues, have
significant historical context, are tourist attractions, and represent not only downtown, but
also the entire City of Kingston. Please see aerial map below showing both
Confederation Park and Springer Market Square locations as well as their surrounding
land uses.

Figure 2.1: Open Space Locations and Surroundings

The City of Kingston, Ontario is rich with history dating back to the fur trade and
foundation of Fort Frontenac in 1673. The subsequent history of the war of 1812 led to
greater fortification, increased trade, merchants, growth of the town, and a short period
as Canada’s first capital. In 1843, City Hall and Shambles Market were designed and
!
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built. In 1846, the Market Battery
was created along with the
Mortello Towers to fortify the
waterfront. Once the threat of
attack subsided, the waterfront
was transformed into shipyards
and followed with the
construction of railroads in 1860
for the haulage of freight from the
wharfs (McKendry 1995, City of
Kingston 1974, and Steward and
Wilson 1973).

!"#$%&'()('+',"-#./0-'1"/2'3455'4-6'H4%I&/'J4//&%27'8EFK'
:0$%;&<'L$&&-M.'=%;>"?&.'B(CCED'(CNFGFBO(D'

!

Some of the original buildings that
have remained throughout history
and are currently surrounding the
chosen open spaces are
protected under heritage acts and
by-laws. This history along with
Kingston’s modern sustainability
goals and objectives help to
define and set into context both of
the chosen open spaces.

!"#$%&'()*'+',"-#./0-'1"/2'3455'4-6'%4"5'24%6.7'8989'
:0$%;&<'=%;>"?&.'0@'A-/4%"0'B(C8CD'1'(EFG8GCGCG*8*'
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2.1 CONFEDERATION PARK
Location: 209 Ontario Street (downtown waterfront)
Designation: Properties of Architectural and Historical Significance,
City of Kingston By-Law No. 81-181(26)
Area: 2.2 acres
Designed by: Gordon Stephenson and George Muirhead
Implemented by: Douglas Fluhrer, Parks Administrator, City of Kingston
Confederation Park and City Hall are the symbolic heart of Kingston. The Park is located
on what was originally the Market Battery and then railway yards (1860 to 1966) between
Kingston City Hall and Lake Ontario. In 1958, Gordon Stephenson, an accomplished
!
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planner, spearheaded
an urban renewal study
for the City of Kingston
with the help of
George Muirhead,
planning officer of the
City of Kingston. This
Kingston study,
A Planning Study of
Kingston (1960),
encouraged the
removal of the train
yards from the
waterfront in an effort to
reclaim the land for a
!"#$%&'()*'+',-&./&0120'304'5$"%/&3461'.%2.21&4'73-&%8%20-'4&9&:2.;&0-'
passive park to
,2$%<&=',-&./&0120'>?@@(A='?B('
!
increase the aesthetic
appeal of the downtown (Stephenson and Muirhead 1960). The Park was officially
opened on July 1, 1967, to celebrate Canada’s Centennial. On March 14, 1967, a
project to build a marina in the Flora MacDonald Confederation Basin was approved by
city council (Kingston Frontenac Library 2010).
From the initial park design concept, there was controversy over the Confederation Arch
from City Council. Some aldermen believed that the arch took attention away from the
waterfront, which is a natural water feature that should be highlighted. Despite the
controversy, the design was approved (Kingston Frontenac Library 2010). As for the
anchor, located on the northwest corner, not much is known other than being dredged up
from the inner harbor in 1965. Due to its age, unique timber and pattern, the anchor was
chosen to serve as the symbol for Kingston’s marine history. At one time, shipping was
one of the major industries in the area (Kingston Frontenac Library 2010).
The locomotive “The Spirit of Sir John A., Engine 1095, was a gift from the Kingston
Jaycees in 1967 in honour of Canada’s Centennial. It was created in 1913 by the
Canadian Locomotive Company Ltd. and was in service until 1960 along the K&P
Railway (Kingston to Pembroke) and C.P.R. (Canadian Pacific Railway). Recently, City
Council approved a $624,000 renovation project that will move the engine about
10 metres to the south and have a protective structure built over it for shelter from the
elements. Also, visitors will be able to climb aboard the train. It is planned for this
project to be completed in 2013, in time for its 100th anniversary of construction and for
the bicentennial of Sir John A Macdonald’s birth in 2015 (Gerard 2010). This engine has
heritage value and is an important attraction for tourism that should be preserved during
any future park renovations.
!
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Other significant attractions are the Shoal Tower, part of the historic Mortello Towers
located in the marina, the old C.P.R. rail station turned into the Tourist Information
Centre, and the Crawford Wharfs that now provide boat tours along Lake Ontario.
The City of Kingston approved the Downtown Action Plan: An Infrastructure Renewal
and Public Open Space Plan (DAP) in September 2004. The DAP was an in-depth study
that sets out design recommendations for the public open spaces in the downtown core,
including Confederation Park. The main problem identified with the Park was the
cluttering of commemorative items, which block views and subdivide the space. These
items compete for attention and confuse the identity as first capital, military fortification,
rail and industrial heritage, the marina and Canada’s centennial year. There are also
approximately 20 plaques, public art pieces, and flag poles.
The DAP proposes a
new conceptual
design that would
provide a clearly
organized hierarchy
of spaces to orient
visitors and support
special events of
varying sizes,
provide and maintain
a comfortable sense
of scale for small
numbers of people
on an everyday
basis, and provide
clear views of Shoal
!"#$%&'()*'+',-./&0&%12"-.'31%4'563'7-.7&82'0&9"#.'''''''
Tower and Royal
':-$%7&;',"2<'-/'=".#92-.'>(??@A'8)8)'(B'
Military College as
well as City Hall. These recommendations will be reviewed and integrated into the
conclusion and recommendations of this report as appropriate.

2.2 SPRINGER MARKET SQUARE
Location: West end of Kingston City Hall
Designation: Market Square Heritage Conservation District
City of Kingston By-Law No. 84-172
Designed by: Bruce Downey, Architect
!
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2.0 Background
The current Springer Market Square is part of a heritage conservation district that was
established in 1985 for its architectural, historical and contextual value showing a
continuous process of evolution throughout its history. The surrounding properties, also
part of the conservation district,
represent the significant
stylistic periods of architecture
in Kingston and demonstrate
nearly two centuries of social,
economic and political change
and development in the City.
Surveyor John Collins
designed the original
marketplace in 1801, which
established the area as the
commercial heart of the city. In
1843-44, City Hall was built
and included a wing extending
!"#$%&'()*'+',"-#./0-'1"/2'3455'4-6'74%8&/'9:$4%&;'<=<>'
90$%?&@'A%?B"C&.'0D'E-/4%"0'F(><>G'1'<H>I<I>I<JI<*'
west to King Street to
!accommodate the market “shambles”. The market wing was destroyed in 1865 by a fire
and rebuilt to what is seen today. The Market Square Conservation District is also
associated with many people and events that are significant to the history of both
Kingston and Canada. The site was associated with many military events such as the
battle of Fort Frontenac in 1758, the War of 1812, and acted as an assembly area for the
First and Second World Wars. Many political events took place on this site including the
proclamation of Upper Canada as a separate jurisdiction in 1792, the funeral procession
of Sir John A. Macdonald in 1891, and the proclamation and celebration of Confederation
on July 1, 1867. Springer Market Square is also the site of a provincially registered
archaeological site (City of Kingston 2010, McKendry 1995, and Steward and Wilson
1973).
The current renovation of the Market Square was designed and constructed by architect
Bruce Downey, Lily Ingliss and Brad Johnson. This design changed the space, that had
since been turned into a parking lot, back into a square and place of civic, economic and
social importance. The Springer family, whose name is part of the revitalized space,
donated $1 million toward the project. The cost of revitalizing Springer Market Square
totaled $6.18 million and was completed in 2008.
Due to the archaeological and historical context, the activity permitted on the site is
governed by special regulations and polices in order to protect its heritage value. These
regulations are as follows:
!
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2.0 Background

o City of Kingston By-Law No. 2006-118: Respecting the Kingston Public Market;
o City of Kingston By-Law No. 99-91: Provide for the Regulation Use of Parks and
Recreation Facilities of the Corporation of the City of Kingston; and
o First Capital Place – Programming and Operations Policy (September 4, 2009).
These regulations and policy establish guidelines for the programming and operations
while respecting the central role and place that the Kingston Public Market has in First
Capital Place. A varied mix of programming, activities and events to reflect the various
interests and demographics of Kingston and surrounding area shall meet the tone and
character to blend history and tradition with today’s interests and lifestyles. An example
of this is a local market that takes place Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays and Statutory
holidays from 6:00 am to 6:00pm. On Sundays, during the same hours, an antique
market operates. During the winter months the square is turned into a skating rink, which
also ties into the City of Kingston’s history with hockey.

!
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3.0 Methods and Evaluation Criteria
CHAPTER 3.0: METHODS AND EVALUATION CRITIERA
A case study is a well-documented and systematic examination of the process,
decision-making and outcomes of a landscape project or issue that can inform future
practice, policy, theory and/or education.
--Mark Francis, “A Case Study Method for Landscape Architecture,” 1999
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This case study of designing and planning for user needs in urban open spaces uses a
method that was first developed in 1988, by the City of Toronto in their study, A
Comparison of Fiver Inner-City Parks (the Toronto Study). The method was developed
to evaluate public use of downtown parks and plazas in the City of Toronto, and
identified the factors that contributed to the health of inner-city Toronto public spaces.
The study compared the public use of five inner-city parks and developed an evaluative
programme that can be applied to other open spaces. Mark Francis 2003, noted in his
book Urban Open Space: Designing for User Needs that,
“Addressing user needs has been identified in numerous studies
as a basic requirement in creating and maintaining successful
open spaces. Past studies of parks, plazas, and neighbourhood
open spaces have shown conclusively that adequately providing
for user needs is a prerequisite to good public space”.
The Toronto Study was successfully applied to previous reports and thesis at Queen’s
University School of Urban and Regional Planning, such reports include: Sasha Meads
- An Evaluation of Three Downtown Vancouver Parks (2007); and Tiffany Rutherford Urban Design and Planning Features of Urban Open Spaces: An Evaluation of Three
Case Studies in Downtown Richmond, BC. (2008).
In this report, a City of Kingston downtown urban park and square were chosen –
Confederation Park and Springer Market Square. Similar to the Toronto Study, these
sites represent a diverse cross-section of open spaces in the city core. Both of the
open spaces are used as event venues, have significant historical context, are tourist
attractions, and represent not only downtown, but the entire City of Kingston.
Five analytical tools were used for this study including: a site evaluation index,
ecological mapping, park user questionnaire, policy review, and visual representation.
The evaluation criteria that help determine the success or failure of the open spaces are
grouped into three categories including Contextual Support, Design Framework, and
Social Milieu, adapted from the Toronto Study (Contextual Toronto 1988: 8-17). In
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addition to the Toronto Study criteria, the following table (see Table 1.0) includes
modifications based on design considerations from Jane Jacobs The Death and Life of
Great American Cities (1961); William Whyte’s The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces
(1980); Jan Gehl’s Life Between Buildings (1987); Bernie Dahl and Donald J. Molnar’s
Anatomy of a Park (2003); Mark Francis’s Urban Open Space – Designing for User
Needs (2003); Ann Forsyth and Laura Musacchio’s Designing Small Parks (2005); and
Jeremy Németh and Stephan Schmidt’s Toward a Methodology for Measuring the
Security of Publicly Accessible Spaces (2007). These design consideration represent
the general components of a successful open space.

Table 3.1: Evaluation Criteria

Contextual Support
Microclimate/Environment
Surrounding Land Use
Enclosure/Edge Elements
Accessibility

Design Framework
Focus and Identity
Intricacy and Coherence
Legibility
Views
Seating
Vegetation

Social Milieu
Animation/Amenities/Attraction
100% Location
Territories and Turf
Maintenance and Management

3.2 CONTEXTUAL SUPPORT
Contextual Support is a group of evaluation criteria that are environment factors which
should be considered prior to site development. These factors are important when
designing an open space and have a significant impact on the eventual success or
failure of a site. People experience open spaces using all of their senses, they see,
smell, hear, and feel them. These sights, smells, sounds, and textures change
throughout the day and the year and are important aspects of the experience of the
space (Forsyth and Musacchio 2005: 33).
3.2.1

Microclimate/Environment

The microclimate and environment are the natural elements specific to a small place in
contrast to the greater area. Microclimate can either be a natural phenomenon or the
result of human intervention (Toronto 1988: 9). Environmental factors that could affect
the usage patterns of an open space include noise, wind, sun, shade, water, and air.
Ecological factors can also affect usage patterns of open space, such as geological
formations, wildlife and natural vegetation (Forsyth and Musacchio 2005 and Dahl
Molnar 2003).
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Built form surrounding an open space can have a substantial impact on its microclimate,
and subsequently, user comfort levels. Building heights and massing can block sun
access and intensify wind speeds. However, a greater amount of sun exposure will
increase the hours of use in a public open space during the day. In contrast, a canopy
of trees is an excellent means of providing a mixture of shade and sunlight (Whyte
1980: 47).
A space that can provide a good quality microclimate and environment would be one
that is used comfortably in a variety of weather conditions and seasons. The
microclimate and environment were evaluated using the site evaluation index and visual
representation (photos and mapping) of the environmental and ecological factors
identified above (factors such as vegetation, water features, sun, shade, and wind).
3.2.2

Surrounding Land Use

Design focus must extend beyond an open space’s boundaries as the surrounding land
uses have a significant impact on its success or failure. Surrounding land use helps to
determine who will use the space, where they will come from, when and how often they
use the space, and for what activities (Toronto 1988).
Only a diverse natural surrounding can endure a continual flow and life of use; including
social and economic diversity and people with different schedules (Jacobs 1961: 101).
A mix of supportive surrounding land uses such as residential, retail, food, and
entertainment facilities encourage potential users throughout the day. While competing
surrounding land use, such as shopping malls, may detract from an open spaces health
by attracting potential users away from the space. Also, adjacent land use may send
unpleasant odors across the park, create safety hazards, or ruin an open space’s
serenity (Dahl and Molnar 2003). Vacant and neglected lots detract from the visual
quality of the space. Hostels, pawn shops, alcohol and beer stores are ‘likely to attract
marginals’ to adjacent open space (Toronto 1988).
The best measures to discourage loitering is to
make the space attractive to everyone else
because a heavily used open space is usually not
attractive to ‘undesirables’ (Whyte, 1980: 63).
The surrounding land use was evaluated using the
site evaluation index and visual representation
(photos and mapping).
Figure 3.1 - Campus Martius, Detroit: mix of surrounding
building use provides a diversity of users.
Source: Projects for Public Space (2010Source: researcher (2010)
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3.2.3

Enclosure/Edge Elements

The idea of enclosure incorporates the periphery which defines the boundary of an open
space. People naturally tend to cluster around an outdoor space’s periphery.
Enclosure is created by surrounding structural elements, landscaping or buildings that
encompass the space. Supportive edge elements may include vegetation, benches,
displays, newsstands, and cafes; these elements act as walls thereby creating an
“outdoor room” (Marcus and Francis 1998 and Gehl 1987). Edge elements create a
place which invites people to stop and add to the activity of the public space.
Enclosure is measured by estimating the percentage of the periphery that is void space
versus non-void space. Void space is gaps in the enclosure where there is a loss of the
sense of an “outdoor room” or space definition, these gaps can include parking lots,
open space, and delivery bays which detract from a contiguous periphery.
Another important aspect to enclosure is human scale, the width of the space versus
building height (Toronto 1988). A buildings scale should not be evaluated by its actual
size but rather its apparent size, thus evaluated with respect to its location and size in
relation to other contextual elements. For example, “public buildings and squares
should be designed within the limits of human sight and mobility” (Leung 2003: 193).
The distance away for an average human to see a building as a whole is approximately
twice the buildings height (Leung 2003). Although variety in land use is encouraged,
variety in building heights is discouraged. The human scale will be measured and
evaluated through the policy review and visual representation (photos).
Open space cannot be everything to all people, plants, and wildlife. The size and shape
of a space can limit options—some human activities will not fit. However, they can fill
important gaps or enhance the roles of other nearby open spaces (Forsyth and
Musacchio 2005). Downtown open space needs to be capable of supporting a user
density appropriate for its size and context. Shape can be analyzed by estimating the
percent of interior space versus edge. Certain shapes naturally have more interior
space such as circles or squares, as apposed to linear shapes which have a higher
percentage of edge (Forsyth and
Musacchio 2005: 19-20). Size and shape
were evaluated using the policy review
and visual representation (mapping).

Figure 3.2 - Jackson Square, New Orleans, LA
EDGE: lively and walkable outer park draws
people into the park.
Source: Projects for Public Space (2010)
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3.2.4

Accessibility

Accessibility includes factors such as linkages, walkability, connectedness and
convenience that can be measured through ecological mapping of use, pedestrian
activity, and traffic data (Francis 2003). Other factors to accessibility of an open space
are perceived safety, security and comfort.
Accessibility is the ease at which a person, using any form of transportation, can access
the park (i.e., walking, motorized vehicle, wheelchair, and bike). Bordering roads,
walkways, and sidewalks provide access to open space. Furthermore, the proximity to
public transportation and parking provides added avenues for potential users. It is
important that a downtown open space be accessible to those not in the immediate area
as it may offer amenities not located near them.
Permeability of a space from adjacent areas also impacts the accessibility of a space.
The easier it is to make the transition from outside to inside the space, the more
accessible the space is. For example, a space with a fence around the perimeter would
be considered to have poor permeability.
The surface material of walkways plays a large role on the accessibility and safety of a
park; such as surfacing materials that are smooth, not slippery and glare free (Marcus
and Francis 1998). Also, uneven surfaces impose mobility barriers for individuals such
as the elderly and those in wheelchairs. The percentage of area that is hard
(i.e., concrete), soft (i.e., grass) or has level changes (i.e., stairs) is estimated to help
determine accessibility. The higher the percentage of hard surfaces compared to soft
surfaces and the lower the number of level changes, the more accessible the park was
considered.
Lighting contributes to the
accessibility and use of open
spaces in the evening by
improving visibility. The source
of lighting and their coverage
was noted.
Accessibility was evaluated
using the site evaluation index,
safety and security index, park
Figure3.3 - Plaza Santa Ana, Madrid, Spain
Access: well marked crosswalks allows for easy pedestrian access
into an open space across vehicular traffic.
Source: Projects for Public Space (2010)
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3.3 DESIGN FRAMEWORK
Design elements are developed once the context, relationships, and site influences of
the open space are established. A design framework provides guidance on the built
elements that need to be addressed in order to achieve successful, functional, and
appropriate open spaces (Dahl and Molnar 2003). Considerations include the needs of
potential users, creating site identity, a layout which encourages social interaction and
flow, site diversity, and seating opportunities (Toronto 1988: 11).
3.3.1

Focus and Identity

A site’s focal point, through its prominence or association, conveys an identity and
creates a sense of place and vitality. Focal points also facilitate orientation and entice
people to stop and linger. A design must contend with the qualities of all objects seen
from every viewpoint in the open space. Lines, forms, textures and colours elicit
emotional reactions and add to the atmosphere (Dahl and Molnar 2003).
Design elements that create a focal point may include the natural landscape, water,
vistas, artistic and architectural features. Open spaces with a strong focal point creates
a unique identity for that space, making it more memorable and likely to attract activity
(Toronto 1988: 12).
A focal point can serve several functions; for example, if placed in the centre of a site, it
creates a clustering point where there may have been wasted space. Jane Jacobs
noted that “the finest centres are stage settings for people” (1961: 105). Yet, most
people will not cluster in the middle of an open space unless there is a physical feature
around which to cluster. A focal point can become the place to congregate especially if
seating is present (Whyte, 1980).
Focus and identity were evaluated
using the site evaluation index, park
user questionnaire, and visual
representation (photos and
mapping).

Figure 3.4 - Copenhagen, Denmark: the square is
tied to the surrounding civic buildings giving it
identity to the whole community and encouraging
contact between citizens.
Source: Projects for Public Space (2010)
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3.3.2

Intricacy and Coherence

Open spaces must have a balance between intricacy and coherence to be successful.
Coherency is the layout and/or physical features which make a space easy for users to
orient themselves, such as discernable paths. However, a space should not be so
simple that it does not capture the interest of users and entice them to linger or return
(Toronto 1988: 13).
Intricacy represents the diversity of a space, a differentiated space that is complex
without being complicated. Intricacy offers stimulation, differing uses and moods
creating more reasons to use a space. However, the complexity can not be too
confusing to scare away users or having too many differences can become lost or
meaningless. Therefore, intricacy is a subtle expression of differences that are
exaggerated by different uses including a change in slope, grouping of trees, and
openings and endings to various focal points (Jacobs 1961: 104). A lack of intricacy
causes a space to have a weak identity, that then results in a decrease of users
(Toronto 1988: 13). Successful parks always look much more intricate in use than
when they are empty (Jacobs 1961: 104).
Coherency was measured by clear exits and entrances, visible reference points, and
unobstructed views. Intricacy will be measured by the diversity of settings. More
precisely the amount of space that is exposed versus scheduled.
3.3.3

Legibility

Legibility is the ease at which the space is understandable, has recognizable parts, and
an organized pattern. In any public space that serves great numbers of people,
movement is an issue of primary concern. Site legibility is crucial for effective
pedestrian circulation within a space and helps to eliminate obstacles and confusion
through well-defined signage and logical routes (Dahl and Molnar 2003). An illegible
space can lead to disorientation and safety concerns.
To increase site legibility, entrance and exit points should be obvious as clearly seen
entrances act to draw users on impulse, whereas spaces that cannot be seen usually
remain unused (Gehl 1987). A focal point at the entrance of a space, such as public art
pieces, can draw attention to the space and provide a landmark as well as meeting area.
Depending on the complexity of a space, signage should be informative and clearly
direct users to various destinations. Appropriate signage should be located at
entrances and exits to indicate the nearest transit stop, taxi stand, streets, and nearby
amenities (Marcus and Francis 1998: 111–112). In particular, tourists, the elderly, and
individuals with special needs require decidedly legible spaces in order to navigate
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successfully through the open space. Poor legibility is characterized by fencing and
vegetation that obscures views, paths that lead nowhere, and poor signage.
3.3.4

Views

Views allow for a relationship between an open space and the surrounding use, the
streetscape, and facilitates natural surveillance. Views both into and out of the open
space are important for user comfort and safety. Maintaining the visual interest of users
should be a design concern. The ability to see out of the park gives the feeling of safety
and increase user comfort as well as providing visual interest, whereas a space that is
too secluded and not visible from the street may deter users (Toronto 1988). For
example, design features such as stairs and gates may obstruct views into and out of
the open space and create a transitional barrier decreasing impulse use.
Views will be evaluated based on the ability to see into the open space form the
surrounding area as well as out of the open space.
3.3.5

Seating

For an open space to be well used, it needs to be comfortable, such as providing an
adequate amount and variety of comfortable places to sit (Francis 2003: 20). The most
important element of a sitable space is the social comfort, which is related to such
things as choice in where to sit - in the sun, in the shade, in a group, alone (Whyte
1980). For example, primary seating includes benches, chairs, picnic tables; and
secondary seating includes stairs, planters, ledges, or the edges of fountains. Also, if
seating is movable, this enhances the space as users may orient and locate themselves
to meet their needs.
The sitability of a space can be determined by measuring the total amount of seating in
a space including the length of benches, steps,
ledges, or anything else that can be used as
seating. William Whyte determined that the
minimum seating requirement for downtown
parks should be one metre per 60 square
metres, or provide as many metres of sitting
space as metres of the perimeter dimensions
(Whyte 1980: 76). Additionally, the Toronto
Study indicated that orientation of sitting to an
area of interest, protection behind the seating,
and placement of seating in the centre and along
Figure 3.5 - Campus Martius Park
Detroit: variety of seating and location
the edges of a site will help to increase use.
near focal point encourage use.
Source: Projects for Public Space (2010)
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3.3.6

Vegetation

Trees and vegetation are an important aspect of an urban open space and enhance the
experience for users. Humans seek natural areas for psychological and health effects
of plants for relaxation (Francis 2003). A park within the inner-city provides for a
sanctuary away from the hustle and bustle of downtown. Trees and vegetation provide
visual interest, shade, protection from the wind, and can act as an edge.
A range of plant and tree species promote aesthetic appeal, improve habitat quality, and
reduce disease susceptibility. Each tree or plant species requires different guidelines
for spacing to provide for proper health and maintenance of the plant as well as sun and
shade exposure (Forsyth and Musachhio 2005). In addition, the variety, colour,
massing, aural and fragrance effects created by a careful planting plan can add
immensely to increasing an open spaces use (Marcus and Francis 1998: 89-90).
Vegetation was measured in terms of the
diversity of plants including their size, type,
spacing, and massing.

Figure 3.6 - Discovery Green, Houston: trees provide
an option to sit in the shade during hot weather.
Source: Projects for Public Space (2010)

3.4 SOCIAL MILIEU
Open space can connect people to ecology, history, and each other and support their
interactions (Forsyth and Musachhio 2005: 24). This final set of evaluation criteria
incorporates elements which promote an active social life to attract users and if
implemented can create a successful social milieu.
3.4.1

Animation/Attraction/Amenities

Animation, attraction, and amenities are important factors for encouraging an active
social life in open spaces. The need for food, drink, and shelter from the elements are
important aspects that need to be addressed for user comfort (Francis 2003).
Animation promotes connection between people through an external stimulus such as
street entertainers, vendors, staged spectacles, and artwork. Elements that have the
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ability to bring people together and encourage mingling can increase usage. However,
most parks suffer from a lack of animation and thus the life of the streets should be
brought into some parks (Toronto 1988).
Attractions play a particular importance in helping to attract a greater diversity of users.
The introduction of special programming and events will bring users to an open space
who would not normally go.
Amenities are such things as washrooms, water fountains, swimming pools, outdoor
sports facility, and a band shell or gazebo that attract users to the open space. For
example, people enjoy the presence of water and it should be “accessible, touchable,
and splashable” allowing users to have a relationship with the environment
(Whyte 1980: 49). Many researchers, such as Whyte, Francis, Dahl and Molnar, agree
that small food vendors enhance activity and vitality, “food attracts people, who attract
more people” (Whyte 1980: 52). Public washrooms provide great comfort for users;
however, if not properly managed they can attract the homeless.
Animation, attractions and amenities
were evaluated using the site
evaluation index, park user
questionnaire, policy review and
visual representation (photos and
mapping).

Figure 3.7 - Market Square, Pittsburgh: market days
draw visitors from around the region to wander its
colorful stalls.
Source: Projects for Public Space (2010)

3.4.2

100% Location

The 100 per cent location is where the highest levels of pedestrian activity occur and
where the most intensely used seating is located. A park’s biggest attraction is people,
we are drawn to places where people already are (Toronto 1988). Parks with areas of
100 per cent location are viewed as more pleasant for pedestrians.
One hundred per cent location is an important planning consideration as users create
busy places within an open space by congregating together. People tend to inherently
space themselves from others which typically reduces overcrowding.
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Ecological mapping and visual representation gave an indication as to where and how
dense these areas of concentrated activity are.
3.4.3

Territories and Turfs

Territoriality and turfing is groups of users routinely taking over areas of an open space.
Territoriality and turfing can be both positive and negative depending on what group of
the population is being territorial or if they are causing conflict for other groups or users
(Forsyth and Masacchio 2005). Each open space may function as a territory for
different users including the elderly, young, mothers, and children. Individuals or groups
who frequent the park tend to form a bond and sense of responsibility for the space and
thus provide a positive informal surveillance (Toronto 1988).
A condition of users enjoyment of an open space is perceived safety and security. Fear
caused by conflicts between user groups can reduce the diversity of users and affect
the vitality of an open space (Francis 2003). Territoriality can also decrease the use of
a space if vagrants occupy the space. In the Toronto Study, the Toronto Park and
Recreation Department found that 30 per cent of all park users felt that the presence of
homeless people has a negative impact of the overall usage pattern of the park.
However, through good programming and design, increasing the density and diversity of
users has been found to be one of the best ways to reduce conflicts and increase public
space use and enjoyment (Francis 2003: 28).
When territoriality or turfing occurred, it
was noted during the site observation
and considered influential in drawing
users to the space.

Figure 3.8 - Discovery Green, Houston
Downtown Park: an enclosed designated area
allows for owners to let their dog’s off-leash and
helps make other users feel safe.
Source: Projects for Public Space (2010)

3.4.4

Maintenance and Management

Maintenance and management of a park consists of garbage collection, sweeping,
tending to landscaping, snow removal, and replacing anything broken. In order to
minimize littering, garbage cans should be placed where they are most accessible to
promote their use. These will in turn encourage other users to keep the space tidy.
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People will care for an environment if they see that it is maintained and that
management cares (Marcus and Francis 1998: 111)
Open spaces require much more attention than just physical maintenance. Parks need
management in multiple dimensions to protect their integrity for future generations. For
example, management of human activities, ground and surface conditions, and
vegetation type. One of the main concerns is how intensely a park is used and by
whom, and if this is causing unusual patterns of wear and tear or potential safety
concerns (Forsyth and Masacchio 2005: 88).
Levels of maintenance and management were based on general tidiness, visible laws
and rules, surveillance and policing, and policy and schedules. A higher level of
maintenance indicates a caring attitude towards the space and was considered
supportive for the health and safety
of a space. Maintenance and
management were evaluated using
the site evaluation index and policy
review.
Figure 3.9 - St. Stephen’s Green, Dublin:
management promotes return visits
through maintenance that keeps the open
space clean and safe.
Source: Projects for Public Space (2010)

3.5

ANALYTICAL TOOLS

Five analytical tools were used including a site evaluation index, ecological mapping,
park user questionnaire, policy review, and visual representation. These tools were
used in order to complete a comprehensive evaluation of each space based on the
evaluation criteria outlined above and determine how well each space met these
criteria. The combination of these methods will also give an indication of how well used
the space is, what purpose it is used for, and what areas are most used.
3.5.1

Site Evaluation Index

The site evaluation index is a direct observation used for each open space (see
Appendix A) to create an inventory of many design and planning features such as
constructed elements, natural resources, natural forces, and perceptual characteristics
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(Toronto 1988 and Dahl and Molnar 2003). These features were analyzed within each
of the three categories of evaluation criteria.
It was expected that vitality of these spaces would differ significantly depending on the
hour of day, and day of the week. Therefore, observations were collected at different
times of the day, on both weekends and weekdays, and in different weather conditions.
A safety and security index (see Appendix B-1) from Toward a Methodology for
Measuring the Security of Public Accessible Spaces by Jeremy Nemeth and Stephan
Schmidt in 2007 was added to the site evaluation index from the Toronto Study. The
safety and security index was based on four major approaches (Laws and rules,
Surveillance and policing, Design and image, and Access and territory) with twenty
defined variables organized by Features Encouraging Use and Features Controlling
Use. Each feature has a scoring criteria from 0 to 2 that are added at the end to form
an overall score that can be used to compare different open spaces. The features in
the safety and security index was used to help analyse the Accessibility evaluation
criteria. The resulting scores and comparison of each open space can be found in
Appendix B-2.
3.5.2

Ecological Mapping and Observation Diary

Ecological mapping (see Appendix C) is a direct observation of user’s behaviour and
statistics. Ecological mapping is a coding method that records the activity, sex, and age
of users. A map of each open space is found in each analysis chapter; the circles
represent pedestrians and park users and their actual locations caught in a snapshot
taken at 60 minute intervals. Mapping users in this way helps to determine where the
most intensely used areas of the parks are and by whom they are most used.
This data was recorded during various site visits on a map of the site as well as an
observation diary. The objective was to obtain a twelve hour weekday and twelve hour
weekend sample for each open space during both warm and cold weather.
Table 3.2: Period of Data Collection
Location and Sample
Confederation Park
Warm Sample
Cool Sample
Springer Market Square
Warm Sample
Cool Sample

Date Collected

Temperature

August/September 2010
October/November 2010

18 to 28 degrees Celsius
0 to 12 degrees Celsius

August/September 2010
October/November 2010

18 to 28 degrees Celsius
0 to 12 degrees Celsius
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3.5.3

Park User Questionnaire

The park user questionnaire (see Appendix D) was used to collect statistical data
regarding the participants use patterns of the site along with sex and approximate age.
A total of 83 participants were interviewed and each participant was randomly chosen
on-site. The questions were a combination of fixed and free responses, and rating
scales.
The results of the questionnaire were used throughout the report.
3.5.4

Policy Review

A review of planning and design documents from the City of Kingston for the two open
spaces was used to collect data concerning the history, design, and intended use of
each open space. Also, informal interviews with City planners and event staff aided in
understanding the management and programming for each space. The interview
questions were developed from gaps found throughout the research process.
The policy review helped to compare the planned use and the actual use of each open
space and allow for recommendations to improve each site based on the evaluation
criteria.
3.5.5

Visual Representation

An aerial map illustrating surrounding land use was created using ArcGIS and a site
map of each park was created using AutoCAD. User locations from ecological mapping
along with data from the site evaluation index were included in these maps to help
visualize use patterns.
Photos from the website of Project for Public Spaces (PPS), non-profit organization,
were used to show successful examples of the evaluation criteria within open spaces.
PPS was founded by William H. Whyte, and has evaluated many open spaces and
developed a systematic process to program and design spaces. Photos taken by the
researcher were used to show successful and unsuccessful examples of the evaluation
criteria within the two selected open spaces for this case study.
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CHAPTER 4.0: CONFEDERATION PARK ANALYSIS
This analysis will evaluate both the current design of Confederation Park and the
proposed conceptual design of Confederation Park within the City of Kingston’s
Downtown Action Plan: an Infrastructure Renewal and Public Open Space Plan (DAP).
A map showing the proposed conceptual design can be found in Figure 4.0 A at the
end of this chapter.
In this evaluation, each criterion will be considered independently using a variety of
methods, including: site evaluation index and safety and security index, ecological
mapping, park user questionnaire, policy review, and visual representation. The
specific method(s) used to analyze each criterion is described within Chapter 3.0 of this
report. Together, these methods allow for a thorough analysis of each criterion.
The results of this evaluation are summarized at the end of each evaluation criteria
category (contextual support, design framework, and social milieu) in a series of visual
qualitative tables using symbols for the ideograms. These tables indicate the degree to
which the open space meets criterion and illustrates the positive and negative attributes
of each of the individual open spaces. A final comparative table summarizing the
current and conceptual plans for Confederation Park and current Springer Market
Square will be presented at the beginning of Chapter 6.0. Within these tables, each
criterion will be marked as follows:
0

Not at all

1

Poor

2

Adequate

3

Good

4

Excellent

4.1 USE PATTERNS
This section examines the life of Confederation Park (the Park) from early morning to
late evening using an observation method known as ecological mapping along with
detailed notes in a diary. The summary of the diary (see Appendix E-1: User
Patterns in Confederation Park) highlights the most frequent uses, types of users, and
any notable behaviour patterns. A site map was used to help visualize the areas of the
park that are well used and those areas that are not well used, this map can be found at
the end of the chapter in Figure 4.0 B and will be referred to again within the evaluation
of some criteria. This map is used to show use during morning, mid-day, afternoon and
evening.
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The life in Confederation Park starts early in the morning, with people exercising along
the waterfront path and the occasional dog walker using the interior paths. As the sun
starts to rise, people start to trickle through the park on their way to work with some
stopping to eat their breakfast. Soon after, the retired and older aged population strolls
through the park and may have a rest on the benches near the water fountain or
waterfront. With the many hotels and tour bus parking surrounding the park, waves of
tourist groups walk through the park taking pictures of the many attractions and reading
the historical plaques. These tourists then leave to the edge of the park where there are
food vendors, a tourist station, an hourly departing tour trolley, along with boat tours;
giving the park back to local residents and the individual tourist until the next wave of
group tourists arrive. By mid-day the park is full of people eating lunch and socializing
on benches or grass, sitting along the fountain edge, or even on the waterfront edge
rocks. This is the busiest time for both weekend and weekday. On the weekend at this
time, there is an increase in park use by families who enjoy a variety of activities such
as a picnic, going for a walk, people watching, and getting involved in the social and
cultural aspects of the area. As the afternoon progresses people start leaving work and
travel through the park. The overall number of users starts to decline as people are
going home or out to restaurants for dinner. In the evenings, the majority of park users
are dog walkers and people in their early twenties. This is especially the case on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights as college and university students are going to
and from the bars and clubs close to the park.
As the weather gets cooler, the number of users greatly decreases. However, the same
use and user characteristics were noted. During the warmer months the park sees a
significant increase in users. The majority of these increased users are tourists but also
with a number of special programming and events held on the park throughout the
summer and fall (see Appendix F), a greater number of Kingston residents will also use
the park. Thus the use of the park is greatly dictated by the season and public
programming.

4.2 CONTEXTUAL SUPPORT
4.2.1 Microclimate/Environment
Current Design
There is a natural phenomenon that dominates the Park’s microclimate. The Park is
situated right along the Lake Ontario waterfront. The lake produces cool wind exposure
year-round, which can be relieving during the hot months of the summer but makes the
Park bitterly cold during the winter. This can be seen by a dramatic decrease of users
!
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during the winter months. The surrounding
buildings are far enough away that they do not
create any shadows onto the park. However,
there are large trees scattered within the Park
creating shade during the hottest part of the day.
The Park can experience noise disturbances from
the rush-hour traffic along Ontario Street and you
can hear the buzz of vehicles travelling over the
LaSalle Causeway.
The Park attracts a variety of avian wildlife and
squirrels. In the morning you can hear the
chirping of the small birds within the trees and see a few squirrels romping around the
empty open space looking for food. There are also plenty of ducks and seagulls that
wait to be fed by park users either in the water or on land if they are bold enough. This
interaction with wildlife provides entertainment for park users; however, the City of
Kingston staff is burdened by the resulting clean-up from bird droppings on the
pathways, benches, art, and the fountain.
!"#$%&'()*'+',-%.'/-0&%1%230'-34'/"545"1&'

Concept Design
The DAP concept design for the Park does not significantly affect the current
microclimate or environment. However, the waterfront promenade steps into the lake
provide direct access to the lake for the users. A few more trees would be planted
along Ontario Street that would add summer shade. No changes were proposed that
would alleviate wind exposure during the winter months.
4.2.2 Surrounding Land Use
Current Design
The land uses that directly surround the Park are
complementary to the healthy functioning of the
space. The aerial map in Figure 2.1 Open Space
Locations and Surroundings, in Chapter 2.0 of
this report, gives a visualization of the surrounding
land use. Roads directly border three sides of the
site and Lake Ontario directly borders the eastern
side of the Park. The Kingston Flora MacDonald
Confederation Basin is home to a marina that
!"#$%&'()6'+'7$%%2$34"3#'820&57'-34'9-%"3-'
provides another source of potential users.
!
Beyond the roads, 40 per cent of the Park is surrounded by hotels and restaurants,
which are a great source of users for the park. Along the western side, a public
!
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building, Kingston City Hall, borders 30 per cent of the park. City Hall attracts residents
and visitors to the area providing potential park users. Beyond the directly surrounding
land use are restaurants, retail, commercial businesses, hotels, public buildings, and
residential dwellings. The park is situated in a very diverse area that can provide a
continual flow of users and life into the park. No competing land uses were discovered.
Concept Design
The DAP proposes one major change to the surrounding land use; to re-orient the
marina boat parking in the Kingston Flora MacDonald Confederation Basin in front of
the southern adjacent hotel instead of Confederation Park. This change will un-clutter
the waterfront and open the view to Shoal Tower and the Royal Military College across
the lake and enhance the character as a Historical District.
4.2.3 Enclosure/Edge Elements
Current Design
The Park itself has a few significant edge elements that help to create a sense of
enclosure. The most pronounced element is the stone breakwater along the waterfront.
This provides secondary seating for park users; however, it also acts as a barrier for
park users to interact with the water. Another edge element is the tourist station and the
boat ticket building located at opposite
corners of the park. Both of these
structures attract many tourists and
residents while also providing information
about the park and surrounding area.
The feeling of an outdoor room is made by
70 per cent of the park being surrounded by
buildings. However, there are roads
between the buildings and the park. These
roads help to set back some of the taller
buildings producing an appropriate human
!"#$%&'()*'+',-./&'0%&1231-&%'1/4'5.-&6,'
scale. What also contributes to the
appropriate human scale is the rectangular shape of the park; the taller buildings are
located along the shorter edges of the park making them less invasive.
Ontario Street, an arterial road bordering the park to the west, is quite busy with traffic
at all times during the day. However, Clarence and Brock Streets, bordering the park to
the north and south, are local roads that have very little traffic and act like a driveway to
get to the surrounding hotels, marina, and wharf.
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Concept Design
The DAP proposes to include trees along Clarence Street that will block the view of the
public parking and ground level of the hotel providing a more natural feeling in the Park.
Trees are also proposed to line Ontario Street that will block views of traffic and create a
sense of enclosure and an outdoor room. However, these trees also block the view of
City Hall from the waterfront.
Along Ontario Street between Clarence and Brock Streets, to reinforce the heritage
character, the use of textured ‘pedestrian’ pavement to match the plaza, along with
banding connecting the architectural elevation of City Hall will be used on the road
surface. The sidewalks along Ontario Street will also be broad and well defined.
A waterfront promenade along the eastern edge would still include a pathway but also
steps going down to give direct access to the water. The waterfront promenade would
connect along other waterfront properties allowing for a continual and uninterrupted
public access to the waterfront.
4.2.4 Accessibility
Current Design
There is sufficient public accessibility into the
Park from various modes of transportation.
There is one bus stop with two different bus
routes that frequent every 15 minutes on
weekdays at the central entrance of the Park
along Ontario Street. There is a bike rack
beside the tourist station and public parking
along the Brock and Clarence Street edges of
the Park. For pedestrian access, there is a
sidewalk running along Ontario Street on the
same side as the Park. There are also
!"#$%&'()('*'+,"-'&-.%,-/&'0".1'2.,"%2',-3'%,+42'
sidewalks running along both sides of Ontario
Street. However, there is not a safe crossing of Ontario Street within several blocks of
the Park. There is a ‘courtesy’ crosswalk in front of City Hall with horizontal lines drawn
on the pavement to encourage motorists to be polite and yield to pedestrians.
Unfortunately, not all motorists are cognizant or care to stop for the pedestrians waiting
to cross. In accordance with the Highway Traffic Act of Ontario, pedestrians still do not
have the right-of-way over vehicles with this type of crosswalk in Kingston (City of
Kingston 2010).
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Most people either walk or take their car to get to the Park. However, almost all of the
questionnaire participants noted that there was inadequate parking, especially on the
weekend and during special events.
The site itself is fairly accessible. There is a paved and even pathway system that
connects most of the attractions within the Park. The pathway and paved areas covers
approximately 30 per cent of the Park and the remaining 70 per cent is grass and
landscaping. There is only one significant elevation change within the Park ant it is
located along Ontario Street. Across from City Hall there are two sets of stairs with
railings and two ramps to enter and exit the Park. The
ramps have an acceptable grade to allow access into the
park for individuals with varying of mobility constraints.
There is adequate lighting within the Park. The lights are
well spaced and do not allow for many ‘blind spots’. The
lights have sensors that automatically turn on or off to
provide visibility at all times of the day. Another source of
light during the evening is the central fountain.
The Park received an overall score of 31 out of 40 in the
Safety and Security Index. This fairly high score reflects
the presence of security personnel at night, visible sets of
!"#$%&'()*'+',-.&%/%01.'2-/&.3'
rules, appropriate lighting, open design with little secluded
or non-visible areas, and accessibility to and within the Park. However, the area around
the train and boat ticket building are not as well lit as the rest of the park making those
areas not feel safe. Please see Appendix B-1: Safety and Security Index for the
criteria and the detailed scoring.
Concept Design

!"#$%&'()4'+'10.'-55&22"67&'/0%'"18"9"8$-72',".:';06"7".3'"22$&2'
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The DAP mentions that
universal access would be
facilitated by flanking paths
and/or ramps along the steps
within the Park but this still
leaves the steps leading to the
waterfront inaccessible for
individuals with mobility issues.
Also, with access to water, an
increase in safety measures
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and signage must be provided. The DAP also mentions the inclusion of lighting within
the Park to match those within the Historical District but the waterfront promenade will
have it’s own signature pedestrian lamp. These will provide a sense of safety and
encourage use in the evening.
Although Ontario Street, between Clarence and Brock Streets, would incorporate
‘pedestrian’ pavement, there is still no inclusion of a safe pedestrian crossing of Ontario
Street within several blocks of the Park. The changed in road surface would make
motorists more aware of potential pedestrians trying to cross the road but does not give
pedestrians the right-of-way.
To increase pedestrian safety and encourage use, the DAP suggested that Ontario
Street, between Clarence and Brock Streets, would be closed during special events with
architectural columns and functional gates at Clarence and Brock Streets. Also, to calm
everyday traffic, Ontario Street would be permanently narrowed from four to two lanes
between Clarence Street and Brock Street.
4.2.5 Summary of Contextual Support
The diversity of the complementary surrounding land uses offers a great potential for
attracting users. Also, the overall feeling of enclosure and human scale in the Park is
conducive to a pleasant pedestrian environment. However, the microclimate in the park
leaves much to be desired as the waterfront winds make the park too frigid to enjoy
during the winter months at times. The canopy of trees in the Park offers sufficient
shaded areas during the heat of the summer and the waterfront winds also help to make
the temperature more tolerable. The inside of the Park is very accessible making any
level of mobility for users worry free (i.e., wheelchairs, strollers, canes and etc.).
Despite the Park being accessible by a variety of transportation options there is one
major barrier getting into the Park; there is no safe crosswalk across Ontario Street
within several blocks in either direction from the Park.
The conceptual design would not significantly change the overall contextual support.
The main improvements within these criteria would be with the increase of edge and
enclosure elements, accessibility to and within the Park, and the re-location of the
marina. However, the major issue of a safe pedestrian crossing along Ontario Street
was not addressed.
Overall the contextual support in the Park is well suited with the surrounding area.
Please see Table 4.1 below for an evaluation summary and visual comparison of the
related design criteria for both the current and the conceptual design of Confederation
Park.
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Table 4.1: Summary of Contextual Support

Design Criteria
Microclimate/Environment
Surrounding Land Use
Enclosure/Edge Elements
Accessibility

Current
3
4
3
2

Concept
3
4
4
3

Implications for future design could include elements to mitigate lakefront winds that
would increase use during the colder months. Also, it is strongly suggested to include a
safe pedestrian crossing in front of City Hall or at the Clarence Street and Brock Street
intersections. Another design consideration concerning the surrounding land use is to
increase the number of public parking spaces. A transportation study could also look at
possibilities of improving bus service to the area to reduce the need for extra parking.
4.3 DESIGN FRAMEWORK
4.3.1 Focus and Identity
Current Design
Focus and identity are one of the main areas where the Park fails. Most parks lack
elements that create focal points or identity; however, in the case of this park, there are
too many of these design elements that make the Park feel cluttered. The Park
contains: a large central water fountain, Lake Ontario waterfront, the Spirit of Sir John
A. Engine 1095, Tour Centre in historic train station, Boat Tickets and wharf, marina,
Shoal Tower, Battery ruins, historic anchor, nine historic plaques and signs scattered
around, and not to mention City Hall directly across Ontario Street. There are also two
art pieces located at either end of the Park. Please see Figure 4.0 B, a site map and
ecological mapping of the Park, which shows the location of these design elements
along with user patterns surrounding them. The Park was built as a centennial
commemoration for Canada and to represent the history of the area. Many of the
attractions in the site meet this proposed historical identity for the Park but with too
many elements some do not get the focus that they deserve and also creates confusion
for users.
Concept Design
The Park should serve as a forecourt to City Hall and reinforce the heritage character of
the Historical District. The DAP addresses the issue in the current design regarding the
cluttering of the various commemorative items that compete for attention and confuse
!
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the messages of first capital, military fortification, rail and industrial heritage. These
artifacts would be better appreciated and serve to punctuate other key locations of
public open space in the downtown area.
The main elements that are to remain within the Park, as seen in Figure 4.0 A, would
be the historic tourist centre and the boat tickets booth. This leaves City Hall, the
waterfront, and Shoal Tower to become the main focal points. A main plaza would be
situated where the current commemorative fountain is located, which will open up views
and also create more room for special events and programming.
The current Market Battery ‘ruins’ are not authentic and does not represent the
geometry or stone masonry of the original wall (City of Kingston 2004). To replace this,
special stone pavement would reflect the line of the original market fortification and
open up the space to increase room for special events and programming.
A four to six metre high floating fountain would be located between City Hall and the
Shoal Tower to add interest to the waterfront. Shoal Tower would also be illuminated
around its perimeter and the fountain turned off at night as an evening focal point.
4.3.2 Intricacy and Coherence
Current Design
There is a lack of coherency within the park
as there are too many focal points. There are
clear exits and entrances and in most
locations within the park there is a view out of
the park to the surrounding areas that can
help users orient themselves.
Outside of the many focal points and historical
context, the Park provides an intricate and
diverse landscape. Thirty per cent of the
park’s area is devoted to active recreation,
!"#$%&'()*'+',&-.$/&/'01/'&234,&/'0%&0,''
including exposed areas along the waterfront
'
path
and the open grass areas, which can be used for jogging and games. The
!!
remaining 70 per cent of space offers a variety of passive recreation potential for
leisurely walks, places to sit, and cultural and social opportunities. Approximately
50 per cent of the park space is filled with a variety of design elements leaving the other
half exposed with no particular use intended.
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Concept Design
The DAP recognizes that the current design is subdivided by the many focal points and
the lack of adequate space to provide proper integration of every item. The proposed
design would remove most of these for the clarification of the Park’s program and
purpose, particularly for special events, with a hierarchy of spaces and emphasis on key
views that would improve the clarity and function of the Park.
The proposed design also highlights the entrances into and out of the Park by using a
change in paving materials along Ontario Street, adding pillars and gates along Ontario
Street at Brock and Clarence Streets, and improving the waterfront promenade.
Approximately 60 per cent of the Park would include some paved and scheduled areas
with various plazas for special programming and the remaining 40 percent would be
exposed open spaces with grass and trees.
4.3.3 Legibility
Current Design
Legibility is the ease at which the Park is
understood. The pathways are not too complex
with a safe and easy route between the edges of
the Park and the interior. The pathway clearly
links with many of the different focal points
making it easy for users to orient themselves
and locate reference points and visual interests.
The Park has sufficient signage that can also
help orient users along with setting up guidelines
for appropriate use.

!"#$%&'()*'+'$,&-$.',"#/0#&'1$2'3.$22&%&4'
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Concept Design

The DAP’s proposed design for the Park maintains a clear pathway system and allows
for users to orient themselves and locate focal points.
4.3.4 Views
Current Design
The views into and out of the Park are mostly unobstructed. This is important for
attracting potential users, allowing users to feel safe and for orientation. However, two
of the most important views are obstructed by two design elements within the Park. The
fountain arch and seasonal stage tent block the view from City Hall to the waterfront and
from the waterfront to City Hall. The other element that obstructs some views is the
!
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Tourist Information Centre at the southwest corner of the site. This building blocks the
view of the waterfront and the train is also hidden just behind it.
Many users who were surveyed found the fountain to be unattractive and that it takes
away from the wonderful views. Users also mentioned that the train should be more of
a prominent attraction and placed in an area where it could be more easily viewed.
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Concept Design
The DAP proposes to remove many
of the artifacts that block the key
views. The design would follow an
axial symmetry with City Hall and
open up views of the waterfront.
The new design also proposes to
include large trees along Ontario
Street that would act as an edge
and enclosure element but also
block some of the angled views of
City Hall. The design must pick
which views to frame; City Hall is a
classical style building and the best
view is designed along the axis,
which the concept plan highlights.
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4.3.5 Seating
Current Design
There are a variety of seating options within the Park that help contribute to the use of
the space. According to William Whyte’s formula, the minimum length of seating to be
provided within a park of this size is approximately 175 metres. The total length of the
actual seating (both primary and secondary) totals 342 metres, which is well above the
recommended amount. Primary seating includes 32 benches and three picnic tables,
whereas secondary seating includes the fountain edge, battery ruins, and the stone
water breaker along the waterfront.
The benches and picnic tables have simple designs and are built of wood and metal.
The benches are placed in both shaded and exposed areas as well as being oriented
towards the waterfront and City Hall. Please see Figure 4.0 B at the end of this chapter
to view the location and quantity of available seating. There are plenty seating options
for users within the Park. A negative comment from users is that the design of the
benches should be upgraded to improve their aesthetical value.
Concept Design
The DAP proposal for the Park would include various forms of primary seating facing
both the waterfront and the interior of the site. Secondary seating could include the
steps located near the main entrance across from City Hall and along the waterfront
promenade.
4.3.6 Vegetation
Current Design
There is not a great diversity of vegetation in
the Park as there are just trees and some
potted flowers. However, the flowerpots and
trees are well spaced, placed and massed. The
deciduous trees are quite large and mature
offering an excellent source of summer shade
and aesthetic value, but allow valuable winter
sunshine throughout most of the Park. The
trees are massed together in the southern and
northern sections of the Park and have an
average spacing of 12 metres between them.

!"#$%&'()*+,'-%&&.'/%01"2"3#'0/-"03'40%'.$55&%'.672&'
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There are also a variety of deciduous and some coniferous trees on the site. The
potted flowers are located within the landscaping at the Ontario Street entrance and in
the small courtyard with picnic tables south of the tourist station.
Concept Design
The DAP proposes to place trees along Ontario Street and Clarence Street and have
trees casually placed with in the green areas. There would be two small plazas with
floral designs, displays, and/or sculptures located at both entrances to the waterfront
promenade.
4.3.7 Summary of Design Framework
The overall design framework for the Park requires some upgrading to meet the needs
of current users and to attract more users into the park. Generally, the views into and
out of the park, seating, signage, pathway network and vegetation meet most needs of
the users. However, the most important views are obscured with a clutter of too many
design elements; the fountain does not allow for a clear view in either direction. Also,
the large number of design elements within the park causes a loss of focus and identity.
The concept design proposed in the DAP would significantly improve elements with in
the Design Framework criteria. This is one of the major areas of concern within the
existing design. By relocating the majority of commemorative memorabilia will open up
the Park and increase space for special events and programming along with improving
many important views. The only potential design flaw is placing large trees along
Ontario Street that could block some of the diagonal views of City Hall from within the
Park.
Please see Table 4.2 Summary of Design Framework for a summary and visual
comparison of the design criteria for both the current and the conceptual plan for
Confederation Park.
Table 4.2: Summary of Design Framework

Design Criteria
Focus and Identity
Intricacy and Coherence
Legibility
Views
Seating
Vegetation

Current
0
3
2
1
4
3

Concept
3
4
3
3
4
3
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A key implication to design, which was included in the concept design, is to reorganize
and remove some of the elements so focus can be placed on the waterfront, City Hall,
and space for special events and programming. Any new design should ensure that
views of City Hall and the waterfront are not blocked by vegetation or other design
elements. Currently, the best place to view and photograph City Hall would be the
centre of the fountain. If a central water feature should stay within a new design of the
Park, a good option could be to incorporate an in-ground water fountain that can be
turned off during special events to allow for more space and also for photographic
opportunities. The concept design did not include provision for the Spirit of Sir John A.
engine. However, this artifact fits in with the characteristic of the Park and surrounding
area and could be relocated within the Park so that it becomes more of a focal point.
There are current plans within the City of Kingston for the restoration and movement of
the engine further southeast away from the tourist centre and to create a shelter from
the elements. Plans may also include the ability of users to enter into the engine as
well.

4.4 SOCIAL MILIEU
4.4.1 Animation/Amenities/Attraction
Current Design
There are several well-maintained
amenities within the Park including:
garbage and recycling receptacles,
public parking along the north and
south edge, a bike rack and drinking
fountain outside of the tourist station,
pay phones by the boat tickets, and a
washroom open from 8:00 to 20:00
every day under the tourist station.
The Park also has a significant
amount of animation and attraction
that is managed by the City of
!"#$%&'()*+,'-./'-012&3'.24'35%&&5'6&241%'
Kingston. There are up to four street
vendors around the edge of the park starting around 10:00 in the morning providing hot
food and beverages. There is a list of special programming and events that the City of
Kingston either manages or authorizes that make use of the park and attract many
users throughout Kingston and surrounding area (see Appendix F for a complete list of
!
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events and programming). However, these
events tend to attract substantial numbers of
tourists and local users, which puts a strain on
maintenance and management of the Park.
The surrounding area has many restaurants
and a convenience store, which attract
potential users to the area.
There are many attractions within the park that
were mentioned in the focus and identity
evaluation criteria in section 4.3.1. Though
!"#$%&'()*(+',-$./0".'0/'."#1/'
!
each piece has its own individual value, as a
whole these attractions create a sense of clutter and take up well-needed space during
special events. Questionnaire participants made several negative comments regarding
the fountain; such as, it is ugly, needs repair, or should be removed as it blocks
important views. However, at night the fountain becomes the Parks most noticeable
and attractive element.
Concept Design
The concept design proposed by the DAP would increase animation and attraction by
creating a space that would function better as an event venue. Also, by highlighting City
Hall and the waterfront could attract more potential users into the Park and keep them
longer.
Larger washroom facilities would be relocated to where the train engine is currently
situated and set into the slope. It would be a low building with a roof that could have
benches with minimal interruptions of views from Ontario Street to the waterfront.
4.4.2 100% Location
Current Design
The location of the Park itself, within the City of Kingston, plays an important role in its
use. The Park is situated at the centre of downtown where one of the most diverse mix
of land uses can be found within City. The Park is bordered by the waterfront pathway
system, Kingston City Hall, and Ontario Street (connecting CFB Kingston to downtown
Kingston). This current location significantly increases the number of potential users;
the Park, if it were to be located elsewhere, would not nearly be as successful.
Pedestrian activity was noted during site observations and ecological mapping,
Figure 4.0 B at the end of this chapter gives a visual representation of user patterns in
the Park. The most used area of the park at any time of day is the path along the
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marina edge part of a greater Kingston Waterfront Path. During mid-day and afternoon,
the majority of users sat on the fountain edge, visited the tourist station and along
Ontario Street edge where the majority of food vendors are located. During this peak
period most, if not all, of the benches were occupied in the sun and shade.
Concept Design
The DAP describes that the Park should serve as the forecourt to City Hall, reinforce the
heritage character of the Historic District, and highlight the waterfront. The proposed
concept design would allow the middle of the Park, from City Hall to the waterfront, a
place for people to gather during special events and programming. Along the sides of
the Park would be provisions for grassed areas allowing for more casual user
interactions. Though the location of the Park itself would not change, the re-design of
the waterfront access would attract even more users than the current design. One of
the main aspects of 100 per cent location is that people are drawn to places where
people already congregate and to locations that are pleasant for pedestrians.
4.4.3 Territories and Turf
Current Design
There was no significant territoriality between
specific groups of users in the park. Due to its
location, there are a wide variety of different users
who use the park for different reasons and activities
throughout the day. However, a major factor that
affects use of the Park is the large surges of tourists
into and out of the Park. There was a constant flow
of local users and single tourists but starting at
10:00 am bus loads of tourists swarm in and take
over the Park for half an hour and then leave the
!"#$%&'()*+,'-."/0'.%%"1"2#'34$%"53'6$5'
park back to local users just to be swarmed again
an hour later with more tourists. This occurrence may contribute to deterring some
users who want a peaceful experience without large crowds.
Concept Design
It is difficult to determine if the new design would change any of the territories and turf
characteristics. Due to the location of the Park in the downtown core and the potential
increase of users with the new design, any homeless or undesired uses could be further
mitigated.
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4.4.4 Maintenance and Management
Current Design
The maintenance and management of the Park are well
sustained despite the complexity of management. At
the City of Kingston, Public Works manages the grass
cutting, garbage collection, forestry and walkways;
Facilities Management takes care of the flags, fountain
and band shell tent; Cultural Services manages the
historical signs and plaques and the local art pieces;
Heritage Planning manages polices and by-laws on
land-use and makes recommendations on concept
plans concerning the character and proposed use; and
finally, Recreation and Leisure Services manages
vendors, programs and special events, community
development, and parks and open space concept plans
and furniture design.
The garbage is collected at least once a day and the
lawn and landscaping are very well maintained. The
!!
bathroom facilities are also monitored and cleaned regularly. However, City of Kingston
staff indicated that during the busy summer season, the number of users far exceeds
the carrying capacity of the Park, making it difficult for the ground maintenance to keep
a respectable level of cleanliness and order. For example, the garbage and recycling
must be picked up about once an hour during peak season. Also, there has been
known vandalism with graffiti in the washrooms and soap in the fountains. During the
warmer months, City staff found homeless individuals sleeping and searching for food in
the large garbage bins near the marina.
!"#$%&'()*+,'-%&.&/0&'12'345.6%$3&.'

City Hall, at one time, had a camera facing the park
that was aired on a local television channel, but that
has recently been removed. Cameras now exist along
the tourist station and during the evening and night
there is security staff at the marina patrolling the docks
and the park. During the day, the tourist station staff
keeps an eye on the Park and unlocks the bathroom at
8:00 in the morning and locks them at 20:00 at night.
There are also several signs restricting use and
!"#$%&'()*7,'400&.."83&'%49-':&;&%"1%4;"/#'
indicating appropriate use on in the Park. This gives
a sense that there is presence of management and helps to deter some negative or
unwanted behaviors. A review of the overall score of features encouraging use and
!
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controlling use can be found in Appendix B-2 Safety and Security Index. This index
indicates the presence of laws, rules and surveillance in the Park.
Despite efforts made to keep the Park clean and the lawn looking maintained there are
a few areas that require repairs. In some places, the paved areas are starting to
deteriorate and many of the interpretation and some of the historical signs have started
to rust and become worn.
Concept Design
The implementation of congruent street furniture, lighting, and garbage receptacles may
make maintenance and repairs easier. However, with the potential of increasing use
there is an equal increase for maintenance and clean-up services.
4.4.5 Summary of Social Milieu
Overall the Park has a healthy social environment with plenty of different attractions and
programming that appeal to a variety of different users. This programming keeps the
Park vibrant and helps to deter unwanted users. However, during peak season and
some special events, the Park is too successful. This results in too many users at one
time and creates congestion and maintenance issues. Tourism is one of largest
economies in Kingston but also the largest source of users contributing to the
congestion is the Park.
In the concept plan, the Park location itself does not change, but certain areas within the
Park (i.e., the waterfront pathway and plazas) would become more pleasant for
pedestrians and attract more users to those areas. The concept design would also
create a space that is more fitting for special events and programming, which would
help alleviate congestion and possible maintenance issues. However, with the new
design potentially increasing the number of everyday users, more clean up and wear
and tear issues could arise.
Though the location of the Park itself would not change, the re-design of the waterfront
access would attract even more users than the current design. More people would be
attracted to the 100 per cent location where others already congregate.
Please see Table 4.3 Summary of Social Milieu for a summary and visual comparison
of the design criteria for both the current and the conceptual plan for Confederation
Park.
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Table 4.3: Summery of Social Milieu

Design Criteria
Animation/Amenities/Attraction
100% Location
Territories and Turf
Maintenance and Management

Current
3
3
3
3

Conceptual
4
4
3
3

Implications for future design could include the recommendations from the DAP Park
concept plan. For example, removing many of the current artifacts and creating a larger
open area that would increase capacity as an event venue. Improving the waterfront
and adding several different plazas would create places for people to group together
and attract more users. The current design allows for good flow through the Park but
not many places that entice people to linger within the Park.

!
!
!
!
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INSERT FIGURE 4.0 A
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INSERT FIGURE 4.0 B
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CHAPTER 5.0: SPRINGER MARKET SQUARE ANALYSIS
The analysis of Springer Market Square will follow a similar format used in Chapter 4.0
Confederation Park Analysis. However, as the current design of Springer Market
Square was recently completed in 2008, this analysis does not compare with any
proposed plan (such as the DAP).
5.1 USE PATTERNS
This section examines the life of Springer Market Square (the Square) using the same
method as Chapter 4.0. The ecological maps can be found at the end of this chapter in
Figure 5.0 A for Non-Market Day and Figure 5.0 B for Market Day, and the summary of
the diary can be found in Appendix E-2: User Patterns in Springer Market Square.
The life in the Square on market days starts at 6:00 am when the first ferry from Wolfe
Island to downtown Kingston arrives. An average of four people cross the Square to get
to Morrison’s Restaurant for breakfast. At 6:00 am the first vendors start arriving at the
Square to set up. As the sun starts to rise a few more people start to cross the Square
and are either exercising, walking their dog, or heading to work. After the vendors are
set up (around 8:00 am), people on their way to work stop to check out what is
available or to purchase items. At around 10:00 am, people who are aged 65+ start
shopping. As the morning progresses, more and more individuals start coming to the
market. On weekdays, the majority of visitors are local employees and workers,
students, young parents, and those aged 65+.
On the weekend, however, the number of users during mid-day and afternoon can be
over double then that during the week; therefore it is near impossible to take an
accurate characterization of users. That being said, it was noted that there was great
diversity in users’ age, ability, and whether in a group or alone. Vendors start packing
up at around 16:00 and leave the Square by 18:00. After the market is finished for the
day, the space that was once teeming with people, is now near empty with just a few
tourists taking pictures of City Hall and looking at the historical interpretation book. On
non-market days, the Square seems quite empty with the majority of people using the
space to cross from one point to another.
During the week, no matter the day, at around 10:00 and 14:00 groups of smokers
would sit in and around the North Court and the bench next to the BMO building. Also,
during mid-day and afternoon, on any day with weather permitting, the movable bistro
tables with umbrellas were filled with users eating, reading, or meeting with others.
During this time, you can also find a few people relaxing along the South Court
amphitheatre benches or the fountain edge.
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5.2 CONTEXTUAL SUPPORT
5.2.1

Microclimate/Environment

!"#$%&'()*'+',-./01'2%03'4-&',0$4-1&,4'

The microclimate in the Square is a result of
built form. The buildings that surround the
Square block most of the prevailing winds with
exceptions along Market and Brock Streets. In
the morning the shadow of City Hall covers the
Square and by mid-day the shadow is gone.
As the sun starts to set, the buildings located
along the southwestern edge cast a shadow
onto the Square. During the middle of the day
when the sun is at its highest, there is no
shade relief within the square except for under
the bistro table umbrellas.

There is a lack of natural vegetation in the square and only a few small birds and
seagulls can be found looking for food. In August and September, there are a lot of
wasps attracted to the food in the market. Some wasps started making nests in the
garbage. The City of Kingston installed wasp catchers on some of the garbage bins to
help control the numbers.
5.2.2

Surrounding Land Use

The land uses which directly surround
the Square are complementary to the
healthy functioning of the space. The
aerial map in Figure 2.1 Open Space
Locations and Surroundings in
Chapter 2.0 of this report, and the site
map in Figure 5.0 C Surrounding Land
Use at the end of this chapter, gives a
visualization of the surrounding land
use. The square is bordered
50 per cent by public buildings such as
City Hall and the British Whig Building
!"#$%&'()5'+'6.%7&4'84%&&4'9.:/'$,&'
and the other 50 per cent by private
!
buildings such as offices, retail, and restaurants. These surrounding land uses bring
many potential users to the area. Beyond the directly surrounding land use are more
restaurants, retail, office, hotels, and residential dwellings. The square is situated in a
very diverse area that can provide a continual flow of users and life into the square.
!
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The surrounding restaurants and businesses, such as Morrison’s Restaurant, purchase
the majority of their fresh produce from the market. No competing land uses were
discovered.
5.2.3

Enclosure/Edge Elements

The Square itself has edge elements that
help to create a sense of enclosure.
These include the City Hall, the fountain,
lights, flower planters, garbage bins and
benches. There is also a chain blocking
off car access at some points along the
Square.
The Feeling of an outdoor room is made
available by 95 per cent of the Square
surrounded by buildings. The remaining
five per cent represents the void caused
!"#$%&'()*'+',-$./0".1'2&.341'560./&%1'0.7'340".'&7#&'
!
by a public parking lot along part of the
northern edge. There are roads along three edges between the buildings and the
Square. These roads – Market Street, King Street, and Brock Street – help to set back
the buildings producing an appropriate human scale. The buildings maximum height
surrounding the Square is three stories.
Ontario Street, an arterial road bordering City Hall and square to the east, and King
Street, bordering City Hall and the Square to the west, are quite busy with traffic at all
times during the day. Brock Street, bordering the square to the north, is a local road
that has a significant level of traffic during peak periods. However, Market Street,
bordering the square to the south, is only used for local traffic such as City of Kingston
Maintenance vehicles, market vendor vehicles, and residents using the mail drop off.
Market Street and the King Street and Brock Street intersection use a different road
material to raise attention of motorists and as a contextual design element to
incorporate roads within the surrounding heritage characteristics.
5.2.4

Accessibility

There is adequate public accessibility into the Square from various modes of
transportation. There are two bus stops, one along Brock Street and the other along
King Street with a total of six different bus routes that frequent every 15 minutes. There
are several bike racks along Brock and Market Streets, and pedestrian access via
sidewalks along all surrounding roads.
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Vehicular access can be found on street parking surrounding just outside of the Square
and a public parking lot bordering the northern end of the Square. However, many
questionnaire participants who drove their car to get to the Square complained that
there was a lack of parking, especially during peak hours on market days and special
events and programming. A major accessibility concern noted by users, especially on
weekends, is that on market days there is a huge increase in pedestrians and vehicular
traffic surrounding the Square causing conflict and safety issues.
The site itself is quite accessible with
100 per cent of the site having hard and
even surfaces. The only accessible design
flaw is that the lower South Court does not
have direct wheel chair access. Individuals
with mobility issues must use the North
Court ramp to gain access to the lower
levels that include washrooms, locker
rooms, and access to the South Court
amphitheatre.
There is very good lighting within the
Square. The lights are well spaced and do
not allow for many ‘blind spots’. The lights have sensors that automatically turn on or
off to provide visibility at all times of the day. The fountain at the southwestern corner
also has lights that turn on during the evening.
!"#$%&'()*'+',-.&%'/-$01'2-$%0'+',"3"0&4'566&77'

The Square received an overall score of 29 out of 40 in the Safety and Security Index
(see Appendix B-2: Safety and Security Index). This fairly high score represents the
presence of security personnel at night, appropriate lighting, camera surveillance, and
accessibility into the Square, and vendors. An interesting feature in the park is a Web
Camera that plays real time video streaming on the internet of the Market Square from
the British Whig Building. This camera can provide a sense of safety and security even
during the night.
5.2.5

Summary of Contextual Support

The diversity of the complementary surrounding land uses offers a great potential for
attracting users. Also, the overall feeling of enclosure and human scale in the Square is
conducive to a pleasant pedestrian environment. The Square has well defining edge
elements and is very easy to access from all directions. The lack of shade during the
hottest times of the day can deter some users but the adequate lighting at night can
attract users. The space is very accessible with hard and even surfaces throughout.
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The biggest problem is safety concerns surrounding the traffic and pedestrian
congestion on market days, in particular, on the weekends.
The overall contextual support in the Square is well suited with the surrounding area.
Please see Table 5.1 below for a visual evaluation summary of the related design
criteria for Springer Market Square.
Table 5.1: Summary of Contextual Support

Design Criteria
Microclimate/Environment
Surrounding Land Use
Enclosure/Edge Elements
Accessibility

Evaluation
3
4
4
3

Implications for design and planning would be to encourage more restaurants and
commercial land use directly surrounding the Square. This could help attract more
users and complement the current use of the market. For example, a restaurant along
Market Street could provide service to the bistro tables in the Square. There are
currently many office and financial uses along the ground floor, especially along
Market Street, that detract from potential users. Also, an increase in nearby public
parking would make the Square more accessible for motorists. A transportation study in
the City of Kingston could look at improving the bus service to the Square, which may
reduce the need for public parking.

5.3 DESIGN FRAMEWORK
5.3.1

Focus and Identity

There are several areas of focus and
identity within the Square. On
market days, the vendors create the
main focus. Other complimentary
items of focus can be the fountain,
City Hall, and the lower courts
leading to the public restroom and
locker room. Some users did not like
the plain design of the fountain and
thought a more intricate design
would have been more attractive.
!"#$%&'()('*'+"&,'-.'/0%1&23'.-$420"4'045'6"27'8099'
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During the wintertime, the main focus of the Square is a skating rink. Along the King
Street edge remains room for vendors - weather permitting - to set up on market days
even while the skating rink is open. City Hall and the Square are part of the Market
Square Heritage Conservation District and with the recent redevelopment the historical
identity of the space as a market and meeting area was re-established after it was
turned into a parking lot.
5.3.2

Intricacy and Coherence

There square is very coherent with visual reference points such as Kingston City Hall.
The Square has unobstructed views from most directions. The two lower courts and
market/skating rink area offers a variety of different spaces that allows the Square to be
intricate and yet not too complex. Both lower courts are significantly lower in grade than
the rest of the Square, this creates little to no view of the surrounding area from within
these spaces.
The entire space is scheduled for passive recreation except during the winter months
when the skating rink is open. The only areas that can be considered secluded are the
lower courts, which represents about 25 per cent of the Square.
5.3.3

Legibility
Legibility is the ease at which the
Square is understood. Within the
Square is an interpretive historical book
attached to an engraved map in the
stone. This design element allows
users to interact with the space and
learn about the sites history in a fun and
easy way. The interpretive historical
book also establishes the context and
appropriate uses for the Square.

There is one sign informing users of the
washrooms in the lower courts and sets
!"#$%&'()*'+'",-&%.%&-/-"0,'1&2"#,'&3&4&,-'
up a few guidelines for inappropriate
!
use. However, there are no signs
indicating where the wheelchair and lower mobility access point is to get to the lower
level and bathrooms.
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5.3.4

Views

The views into and out of the Square are for the most
part unobstructed. As mentioned above, one area
where views are obstructed is from within the lower
courts looking out. Also, the western wing of City Hall
blocks views to the other side of the Square from north
to south. The views outside the Square are mostly
looking at the surrounding buildings. However, if you
look to the east along Brock and Market Streets you
can get a view Confederation Park and the waterfront.
From outside the Square looking in you are able to see
most spaces, except for into the lower courts.

5.3.5

!"#$%&'()*'+',"&-'"./0'10.2&3&%4/"0.'
54%6'2%07'84%6&/'9/%&&/'

Seating

The street furniture in the Square was implemented in 2008 with
the re-development of the site. The furniture, garbage and
recycling bins, and lights all maintain the same design
throughout the Market Square Heritage Conservation District.
The updated furniture provides for a comfortable and
aesthetically pleasing experience.
According to William
Whyte’s formula, the
minimum length of
!"#$%&'():'+';/%&&/'2$%."/$%&' seating to be provided
within a square of this
!
size is approximately 100 metres. The total
length of actual seating (both primary and
secondary) totals approximately 215 metres and
is over twice the recommended amount. Primary
seating includes 17 benches, 3 picnic tables, the
amphitheatre seating, and the movable bistro
sets. There is on average five bistro sets with
four chairs each set up on the Square. Not only
!"#$%&'()<+'=";/%0'/4=>&;'4.3'74"./&.4.?&';@&3'
is there ample seating but also a variety of
!
options for seating. The bistro tables allow for users to move their seating in a way that
suits their needs and also provides shade during mid-day and afternoon. Please see
Figure 5.0 A, B and C to view the location and quantity of available seating.
!
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5.3.6

Vegetation
The site has very little vegetation in it. The
only trees are found around the North and
South Courts. The trees at the North Court
are larger and two benches are placed under
them, giving some shade during mid-day and
afternoon. The trees at South Court are
recently planted and much smaller, not yet
providing any shade for users. Throughout
the Square there are flower planters that
provide colour, scent, and an edge elements
to an otherwise concrete mass.

!"#$%&'()*+,'-.$/0'1.$%/'/%&&2'

5.3.7

Summary of Design Framework

The recent re-development of the Square seems to have created a vibrant and
attractive place to meet the needs of the surrounding diversity of users. The Square is
easy to understand and the lower courtyards provide additional interest and space for a
greater diversity of uses. The views into and within the Square attract tourists and the
quantity and diversity of seating entices users to linger longer in the space. The design
of the Square does not allow much room for vegetation and trees; however, there are
maintained planters with seasonal flowers to add some colour and interest to the space.
The furniture and overall design remain in context with the historical use and
surrounding area.
The overall design framework in the Square is well suited with the surrounding area.
Please see Table 5.2 below for a visual evaluation summary of the related design
criteria for Springer Market Square.
Table 5.2: Summary of Design Framework

Design Criteria
Focus and Identity
Intricacy and Coherence
Legibility
Views
Seating
Vegetation

Evaluation
4
3
4
3
4
2
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The recent re-development of the Square has been successful at drawing more users
into the space. Designing the space to correspond with the surrounding heritage
characteristics has improved the overall site and would an implication for design
considerations of nearby sites. One of the main suggestions from the user
questionnaire to improve the design framework would be to incorporate some more
trees and planters to soften the space.
5.4

SOCIAL MILIEU

5.4.1

Animation/Amenities/Attraction
There are a number of well-maintained
amenities within the Square including: an
accessible bathroom at the lower courtyards, a
locker room, bike racks, public parking lot at
the northeast corner, garbage and recycling
bins. The bathrooms are open from 8:00 to
20:00 every day and are monitored by security
cameras and security guard.

There is a significant amount of animation and
attraction on the Square managed by the City
!
of Kingston. A comprehensive list of special
programming and events throughout the year can be found in Appendix F. The
Downtown Kingston Business Improvement Association helps to operate programs,
promote and enhance the area through encouraging economic development while
strengthening the mix of
goods and services.
Members appointed by the
City of Kingston manage the
organization.
!"#$%&'()**+',-./"0#'10'/2&',3$.%&'
41$%5&6''7"/8'19':"0#,/10';&<,"/&'=>?*?@'

The Farmers’ Market is the
most successful element of
the space and attracts users
into the Square. The
Farmers’ Market is held on
Tuesdays, Thursdays, and
Saturdays, and the Antique
Market is held on Sundays.
During the wintertime, the
skating rink takes up most of

!"#$%&'()*>'+'4$0A.8'B0/"3$&'C.%-&/'10'/2&',3$.%&'
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the square and is very successful at attracting users morning and night. When the
skating rink is open and the weather permitting, vendors can still set up between the
rink and King Street on market days.
However, on days where there is no special programming the site seems quite empty,
especially in the morning and evenings. The local television stations host their news
broadcasting on the site from time to time. This helps to showcase City Hall and the
Square and creates interest to a broader spectrum of users who do not frequent the
downtown core.
5.4.2

100% Location

Pedestrian activity was noted during site observations and ecological mapping, please
see two maps at the end of this chapter in Figure 5.0 A and B. for a visual
representation of user patterns in the Square during market and non-market days. Most
of the use during market days was during mid-day and afternoon along all the vendor
stalls, bistro tables, benches, and water fountain. During non-market day the most used
spaces were during mid-day and afternoon at the bistro tables, fountain, North Court
and the bench at the southwest corner. In the morning and evening there were very few
users in the Square and most people are just walking through to get to other
destinations.
The location of the Square itself, within the City of Kingston, plays an important role to
its use. The Square is situated in the downtown core where one of the most diverse mix
of land uses can be found within the City. Also, many restaurants and businesses that
use the market to buy their fresh produce and foods surround the Square. This location
significantly increases the number of potential users but if the Square was located
elsewhere, it would still be fairly successful due to the special programming and events
that run all year around.
5.4.3

Territories and Turf

There was no significant territoriality between specific groups of users in the Square.
The major commonality between users was shopping at the vendors on market days. It
was hard to distinguish who was a tourist or local resident during peak hours in the
Square. One issue that could be considered territoriality is pedestrians versus vehicular
traffic along Brock and King Street during market days. Pedestrians would continue
walking across the street in big crowds even if the walk signal had turned red, making it
difficult for drivers to navigate the street at speed limits. During peak hours, mostly on
weekends, the majority of traffic flow is pedestrians. Some users noted on the
questionnaire that they felt they should have priority over vehicular traffic and perhaps
the surrounding streets should be closed on weekends to increase safety and security.
!
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5.4.4

Maintenance and Management

The maintenance and management of the Square is very successful at keeping the
space safe and clean despite the complexity of management. At the City of Kingston,
Public Works manages the grass cutting garbage collection, forestry and walkways;
Facility Management takes care of the fountain and street furniture (bistro sets); Cultural
Services manages the historical signs and plaques and local art pieces; Heritage
Planning manages policies and by-laws and makes recommendations on concept plans
concerning the character and proposed use; finally, Recreation and Leisure Services
manages vendors, programs and special
events, community development, and parks
and open space concept plans and furniture
design.

!"#$%&'()*+','-.$/%&'0/12&'%&3&42/35&'

The waste is collected at least once a day and
up to every hour during peak periods. The
bathroom facilities are monitored and cleaned
regularly and are restricted to use between
8:00 and 20:00, unless a special event
requests access. The onsite maintenance
access can be seen in Figure 5.9.

The benches, waste receptacles, bike locks, and tree grates have a similar design and
have been made with the same materials. However, as can be seen by a tree grate
next to the BMO building, the black coating has started to come off. A possible better
design option for these elements might include black cast iron grates for more durability.
The City of Kingston website has comprehensive information resources surrounding the
Springer Market Square, from a historical virtual tour, background information regarding
site use, development, and design, a MarketView Web Camera, and a listing of market
days and hours along with on-site special events. This is a very impressive resource
that is available for both residents and tourists (City of Kingston, 2010). The web
camera has two purposes: the first is to attract potential users by showing the vibrancy
within the space; and secondly, the camera acts as a safety and security feature to
monitor any inappropriate use. A review of the overall score of features encouraging
use and controlling use in the Square can be found in Appendix B-2: Safety and
Security Index. This index highlights that the there is a presence of management on
site through posted rules, special by-laws, security measures, and general tidiness of
the space.
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5.4.5

Summary of Social Milieu

Overall, the Square has a healthy social environment with plenty of different attractions
and programming that appeal to a variety of different users. This programming keeps
the Square vibrant and helps to deter unwanted users. However, when there is no
special programming and during the morning and evenings, there are not many users in
the Square. Most people in the Square during off peak time are either tourists or people
walking through to get to other destinations. Although the Square does not have great
diversity of users in the evening, it is very well lit this discourages vagrants and
‘unwanted’ users.
The overall social milieu in the Square is well suited with the surrounding area. Please
see Table 5.3 below for a visual evaluation summary of the related design criteria for
Springer Market Square
Table 5.3: Summary of Social Milieu

Design Criteria
Animation/Amenities/Attraction
100% Location
Territories and Turf
Maintenance and Management

Evaluation
3
4
3
4

Implications for future design to improve social milieu would be to increase the number
of bistro tables during the warmer months. The bistro tables seem to be a successful
innovation and attract many users. This could be expanded upon by slowly
implementing more until they start being empty. Also, the Business Improvement
Association could work at encouraging surrounding restaurants to serve the bistro
tables during lunch and dinner hours. Encouraging more local events and programming
on the Square during the evening would attract users to the downtown core.
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Figure 5.0 A
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Figure 5.0B
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Figure 5.0 C
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
There are many methods and approaches used to guide and evaluate the design
of urban open spaces. This report examines the application of environmentalbehaviour research theories to open space planning and designing for user
needs. These theories establish a research framework and provide insight into
how public open spaces function and how those who use them perceive them.
This analysis used a modified and up to date methodology based on
A Comparison of Five Inner-City Parks by the City of Toronto Department of
Parks and Recreation. The fourteen evaluation criteria used in this report
illustrate a comprehensive view of the life of an open space with equal emphasis
on users and site design. The methodology used offers a ‘planning for use’
approach for open space.
While an urban open space may appear to function well, if it is perceived to be
confusing, unsafe or boring it will not be successful in the long run (City of
Toronto 1988). Consequently, the importance of user satisfaction in determining
the success or failure of a public open space must not be disregarded. As such,
planners and designers should not simply try to fulfill a logistical or aesthetic
requirement when creating or revitalizing urban open spaces; on the contrary, it
is required to address the fundamental question of whether or not it will satisfy
the needs of its potential users.
The evaluation criteria discussed within this report are relevant and insightful by
promoting a combined view of open space planning. The following section will
highlight the successful and unsuccessful elements of each open space.
Recommendations for potential improvements to each space as well as the study
method itself will also be offered.
6.1

CONCLUSION

The first question guiding this report was to determine the planning and design
features that contribute to meeting user needs in the urban open spaces of
downtown Kingston. The background and policy research revealed that
downtown Kingston is rich with diversity (i.e., historical and architectural
significance, proximity to major institutional and civic locations, mixed land uses,
and a major tourist destination). This contextual diversity, which provides a
continual source of potential users, also increases the complexity when
attempting to design an open space to meet user needs. As such, the location,
accessibility, and the surrounding land uses are the prominent planning and
design features that contribute to meeting user needs in urban open spaces of
downtown Kingston. However, these features alone do not lead to successful
!
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open spaces; each open space should be individually analyzed to determine the
specific features that would contribute to meeting user needs.
The final comparative table presented below (see Table 6.1) summarizes the
current and conceptual plans for Confederation Park and current design of
Springer Market Square..
Table 6.1: Summary of Design Criteria

Design Criteria
Contextual Support
Microclimate/Environment
Surrounding Land Use
Enclosure/Edge Elements
Accessibility
Design Framework
Focus and Identity
Intricacy and Coherence
Legibility
Views
Seating
Vegetation
Social Milieu
Animation/Amenities/Attraction
100% Location
Territories and Turf
Maintenance and Management
Legend: 0 Not at all; 1 Poor;

Current
Design for
Confederation
Park

Concept
Design for
Confederation
Park

Springer
Market
Square

3
4
3
2

3
4
4
3

3
4
4
3

0
3
2
1
4
3

3
4
3
3
4
3

4
3
4
3
4
2

4
4
3
3
3 Good;

3
4
3
4
4 Excellent

3
3
3
3
2 Adequate;

6.1.1 Confederation Park
Overall, the current design of the Park satisfies the basic needs of its users.
However, the life of the Park is greatly determined by the location and
programming, not the Park design itself. The Park is situated in one of the most
vibrant areas of downtown Kingston and along a main arterial road. The diversity
of the surrounding land uses naturally brings a variety of people at different times
of the day with different purposes to the area. However, with a lack of identity
and focus within the Park there is nothing that invites users to linger. The large
number of artifacts detracts from the character and purpose of the Park and also
takes attention away from, what should be, the main focal points (City Hall, the
!
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Spirit of Sir John A Engine 1095, the waterfront, Shoal Tower and the historic
tourist centre).
The City of Kingston hosts a variety of successful special events and
programming on the site. However, with the current layout the Park becomes
over crowded and the segregated spaces makes it difficult to set up a legible and
coherent venue.
The concept design for the Park depicted in the City of Kingston’s Downtown
Action Plan (DAP) addresses many of these current problems by removing most
of the artifacts along with the marina to locations where they could be better
appreciated. This would also open up the principal views of the waterfront and
City Hall. In the concept design, the series of terraces would improve the set-up
and capacity for special events and programming at the center of the Park. The
location of spaces within the Park would be more attractive to pedestrians,
including the different plaza areas and improvement to the waterfront path. The
edges of the space would maintain a softer landscape with large trees and
seating. Another main feature would be the revitalization of the waterfront
promenade to include direct access of the water and widening of the path.
However, this design also comes with its own set of drawbacks, including: the
large trees along Ontario Street blocking diagonal views; new accessibility and
safety concerns; and the proposed removal of the steam engine. The steam
engine has been approved for funding to be revitalized and made more
accessible to Park users. It is a useful tourist attraction for the City and important
reminder of the site’s 1860 to 1960 year history as a railway node.
The second question guiding this report seeks to determine the planning and
urban design features that could increase public use in Kingston’s
Confederation Park. In summary, the contextual support and social milieu
features of the current Park design function well at attracting users. However,
the design framework features are the least successful and deter potential users.
In future re-development of the Park, improving the focus and identity, legibility,
and views could increase public use. For example, the DAP concept plan
suggests many changes that could significantly improve the current design
framework. Additionally, integrating some of the successful elements found
within the re-development of the Square would not only tie both spaces together
but also add to a healthy and well functioning downtown open space system.
Within section 6.2, recommendations will be made to the design of Confederation
Park with respect to meeting user needs. The DAP concept plan, user
questionnaire, interview with City of Kingston planning staff, and site evaluation
have helped to inform these recommendations.
!
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6.1.2 Springer Market Square
Springer Market Square has recently been revitalized to fit in with the
surrounding heritage character and to re-establish the Square’s original purpose
as a market place. The success of the Square is partially related to its location
but also the features found within the site. Similar to Confederation Park, the
Square is located within one of Kingston’s most vibrant areas that offers a great
variety of potential users for the space. The Square itself attracts users with the
farmers market and antique market running four days a week during the warmer
weather and a skating rink during the winter months. The lower courts offer
access to washroom facilities, lockers, and – in the winter – change rooms. The
lower courts also provide a place for small-scale plays and concerts, picnic
tables, or a quiet place to relax in the sun. For both tourists and local history
enthusiasts, there is an innovative interpretation feature with a weather-resistant
site-history book and a map of the original site carved in stone. These intricate
yet coherent spaces provide a number of different uses that can attract visitors to
linger longer and want to return.
Due to its function, the entire Square is designed in solid materials leaving little
room for natural vegetation and wildlife. Also, the market has become so popular
that overcrowding and traffic issues have evolved. Conversely, on days when
the market is not set-up or there are no special events planned, the Square can
seem rather empty. Another innovative idea to help draw people into the site and
to linger, even when there are no events or programming, are the movable bistro
tables set-up daily along the edges of the Square.
The second question guiding this report seeks to determine the planning and
urban design features that could increase public use in Kingston’s
Springer Market Square. In summary, the contextual support, design
framework, and social milieu features of the Square’s re-design have greatly
increased public use in comparison to the Square’s previous parking lot and
market design. However, by improving the vegetation and adding more
programming, could further increase public use.
Despite the great success of the Square, some recommendations were identified
to help improve upon existing features. These recommendations, found in the
section 6.2, were identified through user questionnaires, interviews with City of
Kingston planning staff, and a site evaluation.

!
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6.2

RECOMMENDATIONS

6.2.1 Confederation Park
Recommendation 1: design safe pedestrian crossing along Ontario Street
User observation methods and user questionnaires revealed that adding a
pedestrian crossing along Ontario Street would give priority to pedestrians and
slow down traffic. This would also increase the safety and security of
pedestrians trying to get access into and leaving the Park. A suggestion was to
include a set of traffic signals in front of City Hall that gives pedestrians the rightof-way. A successful example is the signalized pedestrian crossing over Laurier
Avenue, which connects Ottawa City Hall and Ottawa’s Confederation Park.
Recommendation 2: reduce artifact clutter
The Park was identified as being too cluttered with artifacts such as the fountain,
two art pieces, the old battery ruins, and the many historical plaques. The City of
Kingston DAP concept plan for the Park removed all of these items including the
Spirit of Sir John A. steam engine 1095. However, the engine is an attraction for
tourists and local citizens and should remain on the site. All the commemorative
and historical plaques or signs could be combined into a historical weather
resistant interpretation book and display similar to that used in the Market
Square. This would help to reduce clutter and create an attractive and easily
accessible source for of historical information.
Recommendation 3: improve waterfront promenade
It was identified that the existing waterfront path was too narrow to accommodate
both passive and active recreation, there is not enough lighting, there is no direct
access to the water, and the marina blocks the view of Shoal Tower and across
Lake Ontario. The City of Kingston DAP concept plan touched on all of these
within its design; however, consideration must be made to allow equal access of
the water for individuals with mobility issues.
Recommendation 4: increase special events and programming
Many users in the questionnaire would use the Park more often if more special
events and programming were provided. Some of the suggestions included
more concerts, ‘music in the park’, and nighttime entertainment.
Recommendation 5: design area for special events and programming
Currently, with the fountain and battery ruins, there is not a central large open
space within the Park to provide an adequate venue for special events and
!
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programming. Many users noted that the Park has a poor layout for events and
does not provide clear and coherent space, which leads to congestion and poor
movement of people. The City of Kingston DAP concept plan proposes plazas
that replace the current fountain, stage, and battery ruins. The proposed design
would provide adequate space for a variety of different scales and layouts of
special events and programming.
Recommendation 6: increase seating
Users noted, in the questionnaire, that they would like more seating options,
especially along the waterfront. During peak use both the primary and secondary
seating was full.
Recommendation 7: add more flowers/gardens
Users noted, in the questionnaire, that they would like to see more flowerbeds or
gardens to increase interest and beauty of the Park. Literature suggests that
adding vegetation and flowers with a variety of colours, types, and smells attracts
users into a Park as well as appealing to the different senses of users creating
positive emotional responses.
Recommendation 8: heritage design street furniture, garbage and pedestrianscale lights
Incorporating the same design of street furniture, lights and waste receptacles as
the newly updated Springer Market Square will help to bring in and emphasize
the surrounding heritage character of the Park. The DAP suggests to incorporate
specialized street paving to help signify the importance and use of the Park; this
paving should also match the paving surrounding the Square.
Recommendation 9: incorporate improved bus service and parking of area
surrounding Confederation Park within a City of Kingston Transportation Study
A major complaint for many users is the lack of parking near both the Park and
the Square. A study could be conducted to determine if and where additional
public parking could be added within the downtown core. Also, improving the
bus service to the area may decrease the need for additional parking.
6.2.2 Springer Market Square
Recommendation 1: close off King Street and/or Brock Street during peak
market hours
Users noted a concern about the safety of pedestrians trying to cross roads to
get to the Square with busy vehicular traffic. Closing off either Brock or King
!
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Street on weekends during market hours may help to reduce the overcrowding in
the Square and make it safer for pedestrian access.
Recommendation 2: increase the amount of shade available during mid-day
By providing more bistro tables with umbrellas or increase the tree canopy and
add seating will give users a place to escape the heat and increase comfort level.
Recommendation 3: provide more shelter and heat for wintertime skating rink
In the questionnaire, one user suggested to provide a wind barrier along the back
of the bleachers while another user suggested to use heated lighting. This
improvement would make using the skating rink more comfortable during colder
weather.
Recommendation 4: promote supportive surrounding land use
Currently, a mix of use directly surrounds the Square. However, by encouraging
more restaurants and supportive land uses at grade instead of the current offices
and businesses (such as the financial institutions) would help to attract more
users to the Square, especially to draw in users during non-market days. An
innovative idea that works along Ottawa’s Spark Street Mall is to have local
restaurants offer food and beverage waiting services to the bistro tables.
Recommendation 5: increase number of bistro tables
The bistro tables are an innovative and well-used amenity of the Square, both
during market and non-market days. A good way to determine the number of
tables that should be set-up on site is to increasing the number each year until
they start becoming empty.
Recommendation 6: add more flowers/gardens
Users noted, in the questionnaire, that they would like to see more flowerbeds or
gardens to increase interest and beauty of the Square. Literature suggests that
adding vegetation and flowers with a variety of colours, types, and smells attracts
users into a Park as well as appealing to different senses of users creating
positive emotional responses.
Recommendation 7: increase special events and programming
Many users in the questionnaire would use the Square more often if more special
events and programming were provided. Some of the suggestions included
more concerts, ‘music in the park’, and nighttime entertainment.

!
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Recommendation 8: increase spacing around and between vendors
Through the observation methods and user questionnaires, the problem of
overcrowding during peak market use was a problem. A suggestion that one of
the users made was to set back the vendors further from the sidewalks and
create more space between the vendors to improve flow of visitors within the
square. However, by doing so, would decrease the number of vendors on the
site.
Recommendation 9: incorporate improved bus service and parking of area
surrounding Confederation Park within a City of Kingston Transportation Study
A major complaint for many users is the lack of parking near both the Park and
the Square. A study could be conducted to determine if and where additional
public parking could be added within the downtown core. Also, improving the
bus service to the area may decrease the need for additional parking.

6.3

LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

Data collected from the selected methods only represent a brief snapshot of the
life in the chosen open spaces. As such, they are very focused and arguably
temporally limited. It was also difficult to gather accurate user data during peak
hours of use on market days in the Square and with the large waves of tourists in
the Park. Although an attempt to note the approximate number and a
generalization of user characteristics was documented, high angle photography
or video analysis would yield more accurate results (Whyte 1980).
Data was limited to being collected between mid-August to mid-November. An
attempt to gather data throughout the other months of the year was established
through interviews with planning staff at the City of Kingston, researching local
newspapers, and insight from the user questionnaires. Future studies, using the
methods within this report, could provide a more holistic account and depiction of
each space and allow for a more informed analysis and recommendations.
The analysis of this report used a modified methodology based on A Comparison
of Five Inner-City Parks by the City of Toronto Department of Parks and
Recreation. Changes to the original evaluation criteria were established through
a review of literature. These changes include travel time being incorporated into
accessibility, enclosure included edge elements, accessibility using a safety and
security index tool, focus including identity and centering, intricacy including
coherence, and the inclusion of vegetation and management and maintenance
as two new criteria. The adjustments to the evaluation criteria were chosen to
!
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help improve the quality of data gathered and allow for a more in-depth analysis
of the chosen open spaces. For future research using the Toronto Study, it is
recommended to use additional resources to provide a more up-to-date and
relevant list of evaluation criteria depending on the context of the new study.
Modified tools used in this report to collect data for analysis that were based on
the 1988 Toronto Study. For the data to be comparable and usable, the
ecological mapping coding index and user questionnaire was changed to be
compatible the profile groups of Statistics Canada (i.e., age groups).
The questions within the site evaluation index and questionnaire were modified
and re-ordered to attain more usable data along with being easier for analysis.
All the questions within the site evaluation index produced useful data for the
analysis. However, the user questionnaire had several questions that did not
produce data that was relevant in the study. For example, question three asking
the user what the closest street intersection to the activity prior to visiting the park
seemed to confuse the participant or was not answered. However, the question
regarding approximate travel time and mode of transportation was quite useful.
For future research, if deemed useful, adding additional elements to question 12
‘Please rate the park by the following issues:’ could provide more informed
results for analysis of each open space. This question allowed users to easily
and quickly identify their perception on the success of the particular open space.
Including three open-ended questions to include the participant’s thoughts on the
strengths, weaknesses, and make recommendations provided very insightful
data. However, due to time constraints, only 83 questionnaires could be
obtained. More participants would have improved the quality and value of the
resulting data.
The Safety and Security Index was not very insightful for this case study as both
open spaces are publically owned and connected to civic use. However, this tool
would be very useful to compare some of the other open spaces within
downtown Kingston that are not as accessible to the public (such as Block D).
These successful design features within the Park and Square could be used to
suggest improvements to the safety and security of other spaces.
An interesting and useful application of AutoCAD, for future studies, would be to
include a shadow analysis along with the photographs to help visualize the extent
to which surrounding land use affects sun exposure in an open space. Due to
time constraints, it was not included in this report.
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SITE EVALUATION INDEX
Contextual Support
Microclimate
UNAFFECTED

SLIGHT

DOMINATED

Erosion
- Map significant erosion with explanation ( i.e., overuse and shortcuts)
Wind
- Map areas protected and exposed to wind
Sun
-

Map areas in sun and shade during peak hours (12:00-1:30)

Noise Level
- Comment on noise level at various places throughout the site.
Surrounding Land Use
- Map surrounding land use.
- Does the space feel public or private?
% of site bordered by public buildings (government offices, community centre, school)

% of site bordered by private buildings (offices, retail, residences)

% other:
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Accessibility (off site)
-

Type of roads bordering site?

-

Sidewalks bordering site?

-

Traffic level?

-

Parking nearby?

Proximity to Public Transit
- Map stops nearby
- Note bus routes and frequency
Accessibility (on site)
-

Map wheelchairs inaccessible areas due to level changes.
Map hard and soft surfaces
% Hard (concrete)
% Soft (grass)

Lighting / Safety
- Map sources of lighting, what is their coverage at night?
- Map scheduled and exposed spaces, entrance and exit points.
Edges
- Map all walls, fences, hedges, abutting buildings that comprise the edges
of the space.
Enclosure
- Map enclosure (surrounding streetscape wall)
% Voids (parking lots etc.)
% Buildings
% Other:
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Design Framework
Identity / Focus
- List and map features that contribute to the sites identity.
(historic buildings, natural features, landscape, focal points, and etc.)

Accessible Water
WATER MEDIUM

TOUCHABLE

DRINKABLE

Intricacy
-

Is there a diversity of behavioural settings?
% Passive recreation potential
% Active recreation potential

-

Map secluded and exposed areas.
% Secluded
% Exposed
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Legibility
1. Can you easily understand the layout and path network?

2. Are there focal points to orient yourself?

3. Are areas separated visually?

4. Are there signs to direct people?
Views to the Street
- Map area where little or no view of the street occur.
Trees
- Map massing and spacing of trees, bushes, and flowers
COVERAGE

SIZE

TYPE

Dense
Large
Deciduous
Sparse
Medium
Coniferous
Variety
Small
Mixed
Seating (optimal: height 45-51 cm, depth 35-41 cm, linear meters 1m per 60m2
or 1m per m of park perimeter)
Primary Seating (benches, chairs)
TYPE
NUMBER

SEAT SPACE (M)

MATERIAL

Total:
Secondary Seating (steps, ledges)
TYPE
NUMBER

SEAT SPACE (M)

Total:
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Social Milieu
Amenities
(washrooms, drinking fountains, trash bins, bicycle racks, etc.) (Map amenities)
TYPE
MAINTENANCE
USED / UNUSED –WHY?

Food Facilities
- Map locations
TYPE

HOURS OF OPERATION

Location
- Are there plazas, parks, or attractions nearby?
ATTRACTION

DISTANCE

COMPETING or COMPLEMENTARY

Presence of Management
- See Safety and Security Index
Level of Maintenance
- Is the site clean and tidy?
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Special Activities and Programming
- Are there programmed activities to attract users?
- Consult program calendars and public relations/programming staff

Territories and Turf
- Note areas of specific group use and describe the influences on other
users(positive or negative).
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Safety and Security Index
Approach

Confederation Park

Springer Market Square

Features Encouraging Use
Sign announcing "public space"

Laws and rules

0

1

Public ownership or management

Surveillance and policing

2

2

Restroom available

Design and image

2

2

Diversity of seating types

Design and image

2

2

Various microclimates

Design and image

1

1

Lighting to encourage nighttime use

Design and image

2

2

Small-scale vendors

Design and image

2

2

Art, cultural, or visual enhancement

Design and image

2

1

Entrance accessibility

Access and territoriality

2

2

Orientation accessibility

Access and territoriality

2

2

17

17

Total (/20)
Features Controlling Use
Visible sets of rules posted

Laws and rules

2

2

Subjective or judgment rules posted

Laws and rules

2

2

In a business improvement district

Surveillance and policing

0

0

Security cameras

Surveillance and policing

2

2

Security personnel

Surveillance and policing

1

1

secondary security personnel

Surveillance and policing

2

2

Design to imply appropriate use

Design and image

2

2

Presence of sponsor or advertisement

Access and territoriality

1

0

Areas of restricted or conditional use

Access and territoriality

2

1

Constrained hours of operation

Access and territoriality

0

0

Total (/20)

13

12

Overall Score (/40)

31

29
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Ecological Mapping Coding Index

-

The gender/activity letter is capitalized if the individual is a female, and lowercase if a male.

Gender / Activity Letter
Female
Male
A
a
B
b
C
c
D
d
E
e
F
f
G
g
H
h
I
i
J
j
K
k
L
l
M
m
N
n

-

Activity
Eating/drinking
Smoking
Talking on cell phone
Talking to others
Reading
Cycling
Shopping
Standing
Sitting
Walking / Jogging
Homeless / Panhandling
Lying down
Working
Other

The number of dots determines the users’ age cohort.
Age
0-4
5-14
15-19
20-34
35-49
50-64
65+

Dots
.
..
…
….
…..
……
…….

Type of Person
Infant
Child
Teenager
Young Adult
Middle Aged Adult
Older Adult
Senior

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Appendix D

Open Space User Questionnaire
1. Site (do not ask)
1. 41 Confederation Park
2. 42 Springer Market Square
2. Before coming to __, were you:
Confederation
Park

Springer Market
Square

1.

17%

36%

at home

2.

27%

21%

at work

3.

22%

7%

shopping

4.

12%

17%

sightseeing

5.

22%

19%

at school

6.

X

X

other

3. What was the closest street intersection to this activity?
1. ______ and _______
2. _________________ ( a place i.e. Eaton Centre)
3. Undetermined

4. How did you get to this open space?
Confederation
Park

Springer Market
Square

1.

46%

50%

walked

2.

17%

14%

transit

3.

32%

33%

car

4.

2%

2%

bicycle

5.

X

X

other

5. Approximately how many minutes did it take you to get here?
Between 5 to 20 minutes (Confederation Park)
Between 5 to 20 minutes (Springer Market Square)
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6. What entrance do you usually use and why?
Confederation Park
Ontario Street (closest to parking, hotels, or shopping areas)
Springer Market Square
King Street / Brock Street / Market Street
(closest to parking, hotels, or shopping areas)
7. On average, how often do you use the open space in good weather?
Confederation
Park

Springer Market
Square

1.

20%

19%

rarely

2.

34%

26%

seldom (couple of times per year)

3.

46%

36%

often (once a month)

4.

X

19%

frequently (once a week or more)

8. What days do you usually use the open space? (Circle one)
Confederation Park
32%Weekends
15% Weekdays

54% Both

Springer Market Square
33% Weekends
12% Weekdays

55% Both

9. What time of day do you typically use the open space? (check one)
Confederation
Park

Springer Market
Square

1.

17%

17%

morning (6m to 10am)

2.

10%

26%

mid-day (10am to 2pm)

3.

32%

21%

afternoon (2pm to 6pm)

4.

17%

17%

evening (6pm to 10pm)

5.

24%

19%

all
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10. When you use the open space, what are you most likely to do there?
Confederation Park
Go for a walk
Enjoy the weather
Special events / fairs
Sit by the water
Tai Chi
Feed ducks
Sightseeing / tourism
Picnic
Food vendors
Rest on benches

Springer Market Square
Shop and look at market vendors
Skating
Movies
Picnic
Sit in sun
Eat lunch
Sight seeing / tourism

11. What areas in the open space do you use most?
Confederation Park
Pathways
Open areas (grass)
Benches
Fountain
Train
Tourist station / boat tickets
Wharf
Stage area

Springer Market Square
Shop and look at market vendors
Skating
Movies
Picnic
Sit in sun
Eat lunch
Sight seeing / tourism

12. Please rate the open space by the following issues:
Confederation Park
Flowers and landscaping
Conditions of Restrooms
Condition of drinking fountains
Condition of playground
Condition of benches/seating
Lighting
Safety

Good
29%
37%
X
17%
34%
41%
44%

Average
51%
61%
73%
73%
66%
56%
56%

Poor
17%
X
5%
X
X
X
X

I don’t know
1%
2%
22%
10%
X
2%
X

Springer Market Square
Flowers and landscaping
Conditions of Restrooms
Condition of drinking fountains
Condition of playground
Condition of benches/seating
Lighting
Safety

Good
29%
88%
19%
74%
60%
83%
81%

Average
52%
10%
24%
19%
40%
7%
17%

Poor
19%
X
X
X
X
X
2%

I don’t know
X
2%
57%
7%
X
10%
X
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13. What do you like best about the open space? (strengths)
Confederation Park
Downtown location
Close to restaurants, bars, and shopping
Green space
Pathways and benches
Proximity to waterfront
Close to university
Fountain
Close walking distance
Accessible
Events and programming
Views
Well maintained

Springer Market Square
Location
Market Vendors
Rink
Bistro tables
Benches
Fountain

14. What do you dislike about the open space? (weaknesses)
Confederation Park
Lack of parking
Fountain ugly and blocks views
Lighting along waterfront
Crossing Ontario Street
No drop off/pick up zones
Too small
Lack of night life
Crowded
Limited seating during peak hours
Cluttered

Springer Market Square
Lack of parking
Bus system
Too busy/crowded
Not enough foliage/greenery/flowers
Limited seating during peak hours
Dogs in fountain
Ugly/plain fountain design

15. What would make the park more enjoyable for you? (recommendations)
Confederation Park
Create a safe crossing
Remove fountain
Remove art
More seating
More programming / events
More music / concerts
Evening programming
Better lighting
Water access
More gardens / flowers

46% Male 54% Female
45%Male 55% Female

Springer Market Square
More shade with bistro tables and planting more trees
More flowers/planters
More bistro tables
More events
Heated lighting for rink
Add wind barrier behind rink bleachers
Close off King Street and/or Brock Street during peak hours
Move vendors back from sidewalks
Give more spacing between vendors
Change/remove fountain
Increase local parking

34% 18-29, 12% 30-49, 34% 50-64, 20% 65+ (Confederation Park)
31% 18-29, 24% 30-49, 33% 50-64, 12% 65+ (Springer Market Square)

Date Sep./Oct. Weather Conditions various Time of Interview various I.D ##
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Mid-day (10am to 2pm)

Morning (6am to 10am)

User Patterns in Confederation Park
Warm Weekend

Warm Weekday

Cool Weekend

Cool Weekday

- ~10 to 15 local users
at any time
- Walkers aged ~65+
- Morning joggers
along waterfront.
- Some dog walkers
- Families.

- ~5 to 10 local users at
any time
- Walkers aged ~65+
- Morning joggers
- Individuals to work
- Young mothers going
for a walk

-

- Significantly fewer
local users than in
warmer weather
- Walkers aged ~65+
- Morning joggers.
- Some dog walkers
- Individuals to work

- ~15 to 30 local users
at a time
- Mostly families
- Waves of tourists
bring up to 100 users
- Food vendors open
and attract users

-

~10 to 15 local users
at a time
Workers in area
coming for lunch or
walk.
Some joggers
Waves of tourists bring
up to 100 users
Food vendors open
and attract users

-

~10 to 20 users at
any time
- Mostly families
- Waves of tourists
bring up to 50 users
- Food vendors open
and attracting users

- ~5 to 10 users at any
time
- Workers in area
coming for lunch or
walk.
- Some joggers
- Waves of
tourists bring up to 50
users
- Food vendors open
and attract users

~10 to 15 local users
at a time
Waves of tourists bring
up to 100 users
Vendors start to close
Individuals going home
from work
Some dog walkers
Some joggers

-

~15 to 30 local users
at a time
Mostly families
Waves of tourists
bring up to 50 users
Vendors start to close
Some dog walkers
Some Joggers

-

~15 to 30 local users
at a time
- Younger users 16-30
- No large tourist groups
- Most users along
waterfront path

-

~10 to 20 local users
at a time
- Younger users 16-30
- No large tourist
groups
- Most users along
waterfront path

-

-

-

~15 to 30 local users
at a time
- Mostly families
- Waves of tourists
bring up to 100 users
- Vendors start to close

Afternoon (2pm to 6pm)

-

-

~15 to 30 local users
at a time
- Younger users 16-30
- No large tourist
groups
- Most users along
waterfront path

Evening (6pm to 10pm)

-

-

!

!
!
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-

-

Significantly fewer
local users than in
warmer weather
Walkers aged ~65+
Morning joggers.
Some dog walkers.
Families

-

~3 to 5 local users at
a time
Waves of tourists
bring up to 50 users
Individuals going
home from work
Vendors start closing
Some joggers
Some dog walkers

~15 to 30 local users
at a time
- Younger users 16-30
- No large tourist
groups
- Most users along
waterfront path

Appendix E-2
User Patterns in Springer Market Square

Evening (6pm to 10pm)

Afternoon (2pm to 6pm)

Mid-day (10am to 2pm)

Morning (6am to 10am)

Warm Weekend /
Market Day

Warm Non-Market
Weekday

Cool Weekend / Market
Day

- ~1 to 100 users at
any time
- Vendors set up by ~8
- Weekday mostly local
workers, students,
and ~65+
- Weekend large
diverse mix of users
- Some dog walkers
- Some joggers

- ~0 to 7 users at any
time
- Individuals from first
ferry going to
Morrison’s Restaurant
- Individuals to work
- Some dog walkers
- Some joggers

-

~30 growing to 350
users at a time
- Weekday mostly local
workers, students,
and ~65+
- Weekend large
diverse mix of users
- All areas in use

- ~5 to 15 local users at
a time
- Local workers taking
short breaks and lunch
walking through.
- Bistro tables in use
- Smokers in North Court
and near BMO building
- Fountain edge and
adjacent bench in use

-

~30 growing to 250
users at a time
- Weekday mostly local
workers, students, and
~65+
- Weekend large diverse
mix of users
- All areas in use

- ~5 to 15 users at a time
- Local workers taking
short breaks and lunch
walking through.
- Smokers in North Court
and near BMO building
- Fountain edge adjacent
and bench in use

-

-

-

- ~5 to 7 users at a time
- Local workers returning
from lunch
- Smokers in North Court
and near BMO building
- Fountain edge and
adjacent bench in use
- Workers head home

-

-

~30 growing to 300
users at a time
Weekday mostly local
workers, students,
and ~65+
Weekend large
diverse mix of users
All areas in use
4pm no bistro tables
Vendors close by 6
Workers head home
~0 to 7 users at a
time
Younger users 16-30
Tourists
Most users by
fountain, benches, or
interpretation book

-

-

-

~5 to 10 users at a
time
Local workers returning
from lunch
Smokers in North Court
and near BMO building
Fountain edge and
adjacent bench in use
4pm bistro tables away
Workers head home

- ~0 to 7 users at a time
- Younger users 16-30
- Tourists
- Most users by fountain,
benches, or
interpretation book

-

-

~1 to 60 users at any
time
Vendors up by ~8
Weekday mostly local
workers, students and
~65+
Weekend large diverse
mix of users
Some dog walkers
Some joggers

Cool Non-Market
Weekday

~30 growing to 200
users at a time
Weekday mostly local
workers, students, and
~65+
Weekend large diverse
mix of users
All areas in use
4pm no bistro tables
Vendors close by 6
Workers head home
~0 to 7 users at a time
Younger users 16-30
Tourists
Most users by fountain,
benches, or
interpretation book

!

!
!
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- ~0 to 7 users at any time
- Individuals from first
ferry going to Morrison’s
Restaurant
- Individuals to work
- Some dog walkers
- Some joggers

- ~0 to 7 users at a time
- Younger users 16-30
- Tourists
- Most users by fountain,
benches, or
interpretation book

Appendix F
Special Events Listing For Springer Market Square and Confederation Park

o Farmers Market is in the Square on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays (favourable weather)
o Antique Market in the Square on Sundays
o February 1 to 7th - FebFest (they use Springer Market Square and Confederation Park)
o March 27 - Earth House Kinston Unplugged (free concerts off the grid) Springer Market Square
o June - August - Movies in the Square
o June-August - Music in the Park (Confederation Park)
o June 15th - First Capital Day (this year in Confederation Park) -was in Springer Market Square
o July 1st - Canada Day - Confederation Park
o July 2-4 - Fanfayre Arts and Crafts Show - Confederation Park - they pay to use the park
o July 8-11 - Buskers (Confederation Park and Springer Market Square)
o August 1 - K-Town Tri (Confederation Park) registration and start point
o August 6-8 - Poker Run (Confederation Park)
o August 26-29 - Limestone City Blues Festival (Confederation Park)
o September 4 - Fare on the Square (Springer Market Square)
o September 25 - Kingston Multicultural Arts Festival (Confederation Park)
o October 2 - Chili Fest (Confederation Park)
o November 20 - Night Time Santa Parade (Lighting of tree in Springer Market Square)
o December (Saturdays only) - Santa in the Square
o December 3 - Jingle Bell Walk - Springer Market Square
o December 31 - K-Town Countdown - New Years Eve Celebration held at K-Rock, but folks
watch the fireworks from Confederation Park
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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